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1 Introduction 

This document constitutes deliverable D5.5 of the HARMONICS project. It collects all the 
material presented during the 2nd HARMONICS workshop held in Chatou, April 2nd and 3rd, 
2014. It also summarises the discussions and suggestions made by the participants. 
 
Section 2 provides a definition for acronyms used. Section 3 presents the workshop 
objectives. Section 4 lists the participants to the workshop. Section 5 recalls the agenda of 
the workshop. Section 6 summarises the presentations. Workshop discussions and 
conclusions are given in deliverable D4.2. Presentations slides are in Appendixes 1 to 13. 

2  Glossary 
BBN  Bayesian Belief Network 
CAE  Claim-Argument-Evidence 
CCF  Common-Cause Failure 
CEMSIS Cost-Effective Modernisation of Systems Important to Safety 
CINIF  Control & Instrumentation Nuclear Industry Forum 
EDF  Electricité de France 
EC  European Commission 
ENEF  European Nuclear Energy Forum 
ENSREG European Nuclear Safety Regulators Group  
EU  European Union 
EUG  End User Group 
FPGA  Field Programmable Gate Array 
HARMONICS Harmonised Assessment of the Reliability of MOdern Nuclear I&C Software 
I&C  Instrumentation & Control 
IEC  International Electrotechnical Commission 
IGD-TP  Implementing Geological Disposal of Radioactive waste  
ISO  International Standards Organisation 
MELODI Multidisciplinary European Low Dose Initiative 
NRSC  Nuclear & Radiation Safety Centre 
OE  Operational Experience 
PRA  Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
PSA  Probabilistic Safety Analysis 
RAVONSICS Reliability And V&V of Nuclear Safety I&C Software 
SIL  Safety Integrity Level 
SJF  Safety Justification Framework 
SNE-TP  Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform  
SSM  Swedish Radiation Safety Authority 
US NRC United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
V&V  Verification & Validation 
VTT  Technical Research Centre of Finland 
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3 Workshop Objectives 
The reliability and safety of the digital systems that implement safety functions are critical 
issues. This is in particular due to the fact that software can usually not be proven to be 
completely defect-free, and that postulated residual defects might lead to common-cause 
failure that could defeat redundancy and defence-in-depth. Unfortunately, the differences in 
current safety justification principles and methods restrict cooperation and hinder the 
emergence of widely accepted best practices. They also prevent cost sharing and reduction, 
and unnecessarily increase licensing uncertainties, thus creating a very difficult operating 
environment for utilities, vendors and regulatory bodies. 
 
The HARMONICS project aims at ensuring that the nuclear industry has well founded and up-
to-date methods and data for assessing software of computer-based safety systems. It 
proposes improved yet realistic and practical approaches for software verification, software 
safety justification and quantification of software failure rates for I&C systems and software 
implementing category A functions.  
 
The objective of this second workshop is to present HARMONICS results to potential end-
users (licensees, regulatory bodies or their technical supports, system designers). It also 
offered an opportunity to workshop participants to discuss the issues and to give feedback. 
During the workshop, the project results were presented through four topics, each 
illustrated by concrete case studies: 

• Verification of functional requirements specification 

• Formal software verification 

• Safety justification framework 

• Quantification of software failure rates 
 
A simple I&C system (a Stepwise Shutdown System) was also presented: it will be the basis 
of a public case study that will illustrate all HARMONICS results. 
 

Verification of I&C functional requirements specification 
I&C functional requirements specification (including timing) is the first, and one of the most 
critical, step of the I&C system and software lifecycle. Errors or lackings are likely to be 
revealed only late in the development cycle. In the worst cases, they could be revealed by 
system failure during operation.  
In the approach proposed by HARMONICS, the I&C functional requirements are verified in 
the context of the plant environment of the I&C system (including human operators). 
Verification can be based on simulation and / or formal verification, as will be illustrated 
with the case study.  
 

Formal software verification 
Formal verification aims at ensuring on a rigorous and exhaustive basis that a given item has 
a desired property. One such property is full compliance with the specified I&C functional 
requirements. However, a direct formal verification of such a property for the complete 
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software of a real-life reactor protection system is still out of reach. Instead, HARMONICS 
proposes a divide-and-conquer approach where this big problem is decomposed into 
smaller, more tractable steps. Although not all individual steps have been fully resolved yet, 
the workshop will present the progress made and the road map still ahead. 
 

Safety justification framework 
Harmonics is developing a Safety Justification Framework. The framework provides 

• A set of principles and a strategy based on understanding the behaviour of the system 
and its interactions 

• An approach to developing, communicating and challenging the understanding based 
on claims, argument and evidence (CAE) 

• Guidance on the underlying concepts of CAE and an extension of them into generic 
“blocks” that provide the basis for domain and problem specific templates (or 
composite blocks) 

• A high level process for deploying the framework 
 
Additional Harmonics deliverables contain, or will contain, more guidance on the techniques 
deployed in the framework (e.g. verification techniques and software reliability). In addition, 
there are supporting case studies in progress and a public domain case study will be 
delivered later in 2014. 
 

Quantification of software failure rates 
The reliability and safety of computer-based systems that implement safety functions are 
critical issues for the construction and modernisation of nuclear power plants. Given the 
experience with nuclear-related and software-based systems worldwide, there is now the 
possibility of using empirical reliability data in a way that has not been feasible before. In 
addition, advances in computer power and testing techniques means that simulated 
experience and statistical testing are becoming more practicable as forms of evidence. This 
evidence could have an important role in the assurance of nuclear I&C systems. Advances 
have also been made, and practical experience gained, in several other domains, such as the 
formal verification of software, defensive measures to tolerate postulated residual software 
faults, and safety justification frameworks. 
 
Harmonics investigated a variety of  approaches to provide justifiable reliability numbers for 
software of computer-based safety systems in nuclear power plants that recognise the 
important role of epistemic doubts in our knowledge of the plant behaviour and uncertainty 
in our assumptions.  
 

Public case study 
In order to be representative of the real needs, most of the HARMONICS case studies are 
based on real life problems. These however are subject to non-disclosure-agreements 
(NDAs) and cannot be made public. The objective of the public case study is to illustrate all 
the HARMONICS results with a simple, easy to understand example not subject to NDA.  
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5 Workshop Agenda 
 

Wednesday April 2
nd

, 2014 
 

8:30 Coffee  

9:30  Introduction Jari Hämäläinen 
Thuy Nguyen 

10:00  Safety Justification Framework (SJF): principles and 
concepts 

Robin Bloomfield 
Sofia Guerra 

10:40 Software reliability quantification Peter Bishop 

10:50 Break  

11:10 Confidence in requirements specification Thuy Nguyen 

11:25 Software formal verification Thuy Nguyen 

11:40 Stepwise shutdown system case study Janne Valkonen 

11:55 Experience and how SJF could be used in future 
projects 

Bo Liwång 

12:45 Lunch  

14:00 Parallel sessions  

 Stepwise Shutdown System Janne Valkonen 
Jari Hämäläinen 

 Safety Justification Framework Robin Bloomfield 
Sofia Guerra 

 Confidence in Requirements Specification Thuy Nguyen 
Maria Vigliotti 

15:30 Break  

15:45 Continuation of parallel sessions  

17:15 End of day 1  
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Thursday April 3
rd

, 2014 
 

8:30 Coffee  

9:00  Parallel sessions  

 Reliability and quantification Peter Bishop 

 Formal verification Thuy Nguyen 

10:30 Break  

10:45 Presentation of parallel sessions feedback Participants 

12:30 Lunch  

13:45 Presentation of parallel sessions feedback 
(continuation) 

Participants 

15:30 End of workshop Jari Hämäläinen 

15:45 Visit to EDF R&D Labs  

17:15 End of day 2  
 

6  List of Presentations 
The following presentations were made during the workshop (the corresponding 
presentation slides are provided in Appendix 1): 

• Welcome (N. Thuy) 

• Safety Justification Framework: Introduction (S. Guerra and R. Bloomfield) 

• Software Reliability Quantification: Introduction (P. Bishop) 

• Confidence in Requirements Specification - Introduction (N. Thuy) 
• Formal Software Verification - Introduction (N. Thuy) 

• Stepwise Shutdown System: Introduction (J. Valkonen) 

• Safety Justification Framework - Some Viewpoints and Observations (B. Liwång) 

• Safety Justification Framework (S. Guerra and R. Bloomfield) 

• Confidence in Requirements Specification (N. Thuy) 

• Confidence in Requirements Specification: Formal Verification(M.G. Vigliotti) 

• Stepwise Shutdown System (J. Valkonen) 
• Software Reliability Quantification (P. Bishop) 

• Formal Software Verification (N. Thuy) 
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APPENDIX 1 - Welcome 

114/04/2014

Second HARMONICS end-user workshop
April 2 nd-3rd, 2014, Chatou, FRANCE

Welcome

Thuy Nguyen
EDF R&D

 
214/04/2014

The project and the workshop

� Harmonised Assessment of Reliability of MOdern Nuclear 
Instrumentation and Control Software

� Software verification methods (independent confidence building)

� Safety justification frameworks 
� Quantification of "software reliability"

� Started in January 2011, lasts 4 years

� Project members: VTT, EDF, Adelard, iSTec, SSM
� Objective of the workshop

� Present the main results and case studies

� Get feedback and inform the end of the project 

 
314/04/2014

Overview of HARMONICS Work Structure

Needs, 
practices, 

experiences

Methods 
development

Case studies

Method 
assessments

Dissemination

WP6

Management

Results

Needs
related
criteria

Method -
related
criteria

RAVONSICS
cooperation

WP5 WP7WP1

WP2

WP3

WP4
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414/04/2014

WP1 – Needs, Practices and Experiences 

� Objectives

� Establish a common base for the project by exchanging 
information, knowledge, and experiences with other stakeholders

� Two main tasks
� First end-user workshop (April 2012 in Helsinki)
� Analysis of state-of-the-art and needs

� Deliverables
� D1.1: Proceedings of the first end-user workshop
� D1.2: Needs analysis report addressing the needs on safety-critical 

software reliability assessment and V&V
� WP leader: VTT

 
514/04/2014

WP2 – Methods Developments

� Three main main tasks

� Software verification methods
� Safety justification frameworks 
� Quantification of systematic reliability

� HARMONICS deliverables
� D2.1: Report - Verification methods investigated and 

corresponding means
� D2.2: Report - Incorporating direct evidence and quality of 

development into the safety justification
� D2.3: Report - Proposed analytical approach to quantification 

of the software reliability
� WP leader: ADELARD

 
614/04/2014

T2.1 – Verification Methods - SCOPE

Excellence of Production Independent Confidence Building

Design Verification

Independent Test, 
Integration, Validation

Funct. 
Spec

Diverse Verification of 
Completed System

Design
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714/04/2014

WP3: Case Studies

� Three main tasks

� Identification of case studies (including a Public Case Study)
� Implementation of case studies
� Lessons learned

� Guidelines on the use and limits of the methods and tools
� Two deliverables

� D3.1: Description of case studies

� D3.2: Report, one section per case study including lessons 
learned

� WP leader: EDF

 
814/04/2014

WP4: Assessment of Results

� Three main tasks

� Criteria for the evaluation of WP2 and WP3 results
� Recommendations on methods
� Satisfaction of needs

� Two deliverables
� D4.1: List of criteria for the evaluation of methods � evaluation 

form for use at the 2nd end-user workshop
� D4.2: Recommendations to improve the proposed approach to 

safety justification
� WP leader: VTT

From this workshop

 
914/04/2014

Agenda - Day 1, Morning

� 8:30 Welcome

� 9:30 Introduction
� 10:00 Introduction to Safety justification framework (SFJ): principles & 

concepts
� 10:40 Introduction to Software reliability quantification
� 10:55 Break

� 11:10 Introduction to Confidence in requirements specification
� 11:25 Introduction to Software formal verification
� 11:40 Introduction to Stepwise Shutdown System case study

� 11:55 Experience and how SJF could be used in future projects
� 12:45 Lunch
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1014/04/2014

Agenda - Day 1, Afternoon

� 14:00 Parallel Sessions

� Stepwise Shutdown System
� Safety justification framework
� Confidence in requirements specification

� 15:30 Break
� 15:45 Parallel Sessions, continued
� 17:15 End of the day

 
1114/04/2014

Agenda - Day 2

� 8:30 Welcome

� 9:00 Parallel sessions
� Quantification of "software reliability"
� Formal software verification

� 10:30 Break
� 10:45 Presentation of the parallel sessions feedback (Participants)
� 12:30 Lunch 

� 13:45 Presentation of the parallel sessions feedback (Participants)
� 15:30 Conclusion - End of the Workshop

� 15:45 Visit to EDF R&D Labs
� 17:30 End of the day

 
1214/04/2014

Parallel Sessions

� Day 1:   2 x 1h30

� Stepwise Shutdown System
� Safety justification framework
� Confidence in requirements 

specification

� Day 2:   1h30
� Reliability & quantification
� Formal SW verification

� Structure of parallel sessions

� Presentation of the 
HARMONICS approach

� Case study
� Group discussion and 

feedback form
� Preparation of report to the WS

� Constitution of working groups
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APPENDIX 2 - Safety Justification Framework - Introduction 

123/04/2014

Safety Justification Framework

HARMONICS End user workshop, April 2-3, 2014, Paris
Robin Bloomfield, Sofia Guerra

Adelard

PT/214/4384/10 

 
223/04/2014

Outline

� SJF – What is it?
� Principles
� Strategies for justifying behaviour

� Blocks
� Scenarios of use
� Conclusions

� This afternoon

 
323/04/2014

Why

� Supports international cooperation

� Enables cost sharing 
� Enables early discussions and agreement on licensing strategies

� Reduces licensing risks

� Allows justification of non-compliances

� Harmonics recognises the national differences

� Safety justification framework to promote rigour, ownership 
and  harmonisation

� Also facilitates maintenance of safety over time and 
modifications Propert y-based 

approach

Standards 
compliance

Vulnerability  
assessment

Saf et y just ification
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423/04/2014

SJF – What is it?

� A set of principles

� A focus on understanding the behaviour of the systems and 
interactions

� An approach to developing, communicating and challenging the 
understanding, based on claims, arguments and evidence

� An outline process for deploying the framework

� Justification of the use software in systems implementing Cat A 
functions

 
523/04/2014

IAEA SF-1

 
623/04/2014

UK - Safety cases: regulatory obligation
� Safety cases are required by licence conditions.
� The Conditions are non-prescriptive and set goals 

that the licensee is responsible for meeting. 
� A "safety case" is defined as

� the document or documents produced by the 
licensee documentation to justify safety during 
the design, construction, manufacture, 
commissioning, operation and decommissioning 
phases of the installation. 

� Safety Assessment Principles (SAPs) describe the 
safety case process and principles to be covered.
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723/04/2014

Safety Assessment Principles for Nuclear Facilities  - 2006 

 

Fundamental principles Safety assessment FP.4 

The dutyholder must demonstrate effective understanding of the hazards and their control for a nuclear site 
or facility through a comprehensive and systematic process of safety assessment. 

 

 
823/04/2014

For software – ESS 27

Engineering principles: safety systems Computer-based safety systems ESS.27 

Where the system reliability is significantly dependent upon the performance of computer software, the 
establishment of and compliance with appropriate standards and practices throughout the software 
development life-cycle should be made, commensurate with the level of reliability required, by a 
demonstration of ‘production excellence’ and ‘confidence-building’ measures. 

 

 
923/04/2014

Summary of Harmonics principles

1. Effective understanding of the hazards and their control should be 
demonstrated

2. Intended and unintended behaviour of the technology should be 
understood

3. Multiple and complex interactions between the technical and human 
systems to create adverse consequences should be recognised.

4. Active challenge should be part of decision making throughout the 
organisation.

5. Lessons learned from internal and external sources should be 
incorporated

6. Justification should be logical, coherent , traceable, accessible, 
repeatable with a rigour commensurate with the degree of trust 
required of the system
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1023/04/2014

Focus on behaviour – the strategy triangle

Property-based 
approach

Standards 
compliance

Vulnerability 
assessment

Safety justification

 
1123/04/2014

Standards compliance

� Justification based on showing compliance with standards

� Typically include
� Configuration management
� The approach to development

� Design constraints/design principles
� Level of verification
� Documentation to be produced

 
1223/04/2014

Limitations of compliance-based approaches

� Good tools, methods and processes may not lead to a specific 
level of integrity

� Impedes the adoption of new methods and technologies

� Inadequate for highly quality systems developed in accordance 
with different standards

� Do not necessarily provide direct evidence of behaviour
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1323/04/2014

Product-based approaches

� Focus on directly showing the desired behaviour, property or 
reliability

� They can be applied even when standards compliance cannot be 
shown 

� Linked with specific claims about the product or system 

� May use claim-argument-evidence structure

 
1423/04/2014

6

Examples of claims
�Claim are assertions put forward 

for general acceptance, usually 
a proposition about a property of 
the system, e.g.,

� functions (shut down when T> 500) 
� invariants (water level in reactor 

pressure vessel always between A 
and B)

� purely descriptive (competency 
and culture)

Argument

Claim

Sub Claim 2Sub Claim 1

Evidence 1 Evidence 2

 
1523/04/2014

Evidence

� Basis of the justification of the claim

� Sources may include
� Prior field data
� Testing (including statistical testing)

� Formal verification
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1623/04/2014

Types of argument

� Deterministic or analytical application of predetermined rules to 
derive a true/false claim (given some initial assumptions), e.g. 
formal proof (compliance to specification, safety property), 
execution time analysis,  exhaustive test,  single fault criterion

� Probabilistic quantitative statistical reasoning, to establish a 
numerical level, e.g. MTTF,  MTTR,  reliability testing

� Qualitative compliance with rules that may have an indirect link 
the desired attributes, e.g. compliance with QMS and safety 
standards, staff skills and experience

Making arguments explicit a key idea
Separating evidence from information

 
1723/04/2014

The role of CAE – communication and reasoning

� Brainstorming and developing the overall structure

� A method for reasoning about dependability (safety, security, 
reliability, resilience  ...) properties of the system

� Communication is an essential function of the case, from this we 
can build confidence

� boundary objects that record the shared understanding 
between the different stakeholders

 
1823/04/2014

Development of a justification

Clai m C

Argum e
nt  A

sub Cl aim 
C11

sub Cl aim 
C12

W : C11 / \ C12 
=> C1

Ar gume
nt  A

sub Cl aim  
C 11

sub Cl aim 
C12

W:  C11 /\ C12 
=> C1

Ar gume
nt A

sub Claim  

C11

sub C laim  

C12

W : C 11 /\  C12 
=> C1

Argume
nt A

sub Clai m 
C11

sub Clai m 
C12

W : C11 /\  C 12 
=> C1

Influence diagram CAE structure
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1923/04/2014

19

Claim and argument structure

� Claim and argument structure initially 
unconstrained
� CAE

� Empirically found a small set of constructs 
useful

� These enable 
� Sound claim justification
� Efficiency –more uniformity and regularity 

Challenge - derived checklists and tables
� Rigour - more formal underpinnings

 
2023/04/2014

CAE stack

� SJF – What is it?
� Principles
� Strategies for justifying behaviour

� Blocks
� Scenarios of use
� Conclusions

� This afternoon

 
2123/04/2014

CAE blocks

� Decomposition
� Partition some aspect of the claim 

� Substitution
� Refine a claim about an object into  claim 

about an equivalent object
� Evidence incorporation

� Evidence supports the claim
� Concretion

� Some aspect of the claim is given a more 
precise definition 

� Calculation or proof

� Some value of the claim can be computed 
or proved
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2223/04/2014

Block definition -decomposition

• Component and 
property

• Component
• Property
• Function
• Mode
• Configuration
• Environment

 
2323/04/2014

Using the blocks – application guidance

� Uniform representation
� Textual descriptions

� Assumptions
� Formal representation
� CAE diagram

� Examples
� Tool support - ASCE

 
2423/04/2014

24

Using the blocks
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2523/04/2014

Safety Justification Framework - Outline

� Introduction

� Objectives and overview
� Safety principles
� Focus on behaviour – the strategy triangle

� Evidence of behaviour
� The role of claims, argument and evidence
� Exploring and developing justification options

� CAE normal form and “blocks”
� Applying the framework

� Conclusions

 
2623/04/2014

Outline

� SJF – What is it?
� Principles
� Strategies for justifying behaviour

� Blocks
� Scenarios of use
� Conclusions

� This afternoon

 
2723/04/2014

Application of the framework

1. Development of argumentation structures – templates

� Formal verification
� Statistical testing

2. Review of a large number of documents to justify a 
modernisation project
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2823/04/2014

Statistical testing or analysis - structure

 
2923/04/2014

Review of modernisation projects 

� 120 documents 

� Grouped according to phases and scope of 
documents

 
3023/04/2014
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3123/04/2014

Structure justification (and results of case study)
� Understand overall approach

� Controlling mind

� Identify areas that are not addressed by 
available documents

� Gaps in the argumentation or 
evidence

� Focus evidence generation on what 
matters

� Review and validate safety justification 
framework

� Argumentation templates

 
3223/04/2014

Applying the framework

� Various possible scenarios, depending on

� Organisation capability and competency
� Scale and type of system

� Could be applied with different levels of rigour, and different 
objectives

� Brainstorming and developing the overall structure

� Reasoning about properties of the system
� Communication Cla im C

Arg um en t A

su b C laim  

C1 1

s ub C lai m 

C 12

W: C11  /\ C 12  => C1

Ar gum ent A

s ub C lai m 

C 11

sub  Cla im 

C 12

W : C1 1 /\  C1 2 =>  C1

A rgu ment A

sub  Cla im C 11 su b C laim  C1 2

W : C 11 /\ C 12 = > C 1

Arg um en t A

su b C laim  

C1 1

s ub Cla im 

C 12

W:  C1 1 /\ C12  =>  C1

Infl uenc e diagram CA E structure

Engineeering models
Mental models

Develo pmen t proces s

(belie f about ) Produ ct 

b ehavio ur (now  and in  the future ) 

S afe op eration

A nalysis  and te st evid ence Evide nce ab out the  evide nce

Safet y princ iples

Good  desig n (simp le, clea r..)

Built  with c are and  attent ion

Com plies w ith stan dards

Safety  require ments

supp orts

suppo rts

suppor ts

r equire

r equire

requ ire

enab les and  enable d by

suppo rts and  constr ains

p rovide s

provi des

ju stifies a nd cha llenges justifie s and c halleng es

suppo rtssatis fies

are r equired  for

System  under stood

supp orts

s upport s

r equire

 
3323/04/2014

Steps

1. Develop the high-level claims needed to show the safety of the 
system. This should demonstrate:
� understanding of the plant requirements

� hazards and their control have been identified
� intended and unintended behaviour of the technology is 

understood
2. Select, instantiate and deploy the templates and blocks. 
3. Identify the analyses and evidence required. Iterate and develop 

the right combination of techniques.
4. Collect the evidence and develop the justification.

5. Provide meaningful independent challenge and review at all 
stages.
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3423/04/2014

Safety Justification Framework - conclusions

� Framework defined based on

� Safety principles
� Focus on behaviour – the strategy triangle
� Evidence of behaviour

� Implementation
� Overall process
� Support from CAE stack

� Contributes to
� Overall safety principles and safety justification 

 
3523/04/2014

Principles and SJF

1. Effective understanding 

� made explicit in use of CAE, link to models in other WP
2. Active challenge 

� enabled by CAE and arguments

3. Lessons learned 
� explicit in triangle strategy - vulnerabilities

4. Justification should be logical, coherent, traceable, 
accessible, repeatable with a rigour commensurate with 
criticality
� supported in ASCE and CAE
� blocks can be increased in rigour

 
3623/04/2014

This afternoon

� One session on Safety Justification

� Work on concepts and on developing arguments
� Define claims
� Explore possible arguments to justify the claims

� Explore the use of blocks
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APPENDIX 3 - Software Reliability Quantification - Introduction 

114/04/2014

Introduction: Software reliability 
quantification

HARMONICS End user workshop, April 2-3, 2014, Paris
Peter Bishop

Adelard

PT/214/4384/10 

 
214/04/2014

Why quantify software reliability?

� PSA seeks to demonstrate a high level target, e.g.

� ~10-5 / reactor year for core damage
� ~10-6 / reactor year for a major radioactive release

� PSA based on analysis of  

� plant equipment
� I&C systems (control and protection systems)

� Probabilistic analysis

� Has to include I&C computer-based systems (inc software)
� Need quantified target/ bounds for different failure modes

� Can do for hardware
� What about the software? – Source of CCF
� Comparison of architectures**

1

2

 
314/04/2014

Harmonics approach

� Link to PSA
� SW Reliability quantification methods

� Formal verification “perfection”
� Stats testing (to set bound)
� OPEX (to set bound)

� Combining estimates
� Software components within a I&C system
� Diverse I&C systems

� Link to SJF
� Claims
� Argument (models, assumptions)
� Evidence (from rel quantification methods
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414/04/2014

Session

� Workshop members experience on topic
� Case study 

� Assume diverse Diesel Load Sequencer (DLS)
� System architecture / elements
� Software elements
� Sources of SW CCF
� Evidence 

� Analysis
� Test

� Reliability models
� Impact of requirements
� Modelis and  assumptions

� Feedback
� Conclusions
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APPENDIX 4 - Confidence in Requirements Specification - Introduction 

 
114/04/2014

Second HARMONICS end-user workshop
April 2 nd-3rd, 2014, Chatou, FRANCE

Confidence in Requirements Specification
Introduction

Thuy Nguyen
EDF R&D

 
214/04/2014

Confidence in requirements specification

� Experience shows that requirements specification is sometimes 
inadequate

� Errors will be revealed late in the development process, or worse, 
during operation

� Evolutionary designs limit the risk

� But radically new designs (e.g., SMRs, Gen IV) need to address 
the issue more explicitly

� HARMONICS approach: place the I&C requirements specification in 
the framework of its surrounding plant systems and their requirements

� Case study based on 
� An I&C system, the Diesel Generator Load Sequencer (DGLS)
� Its parent plant system, the Backup Power Supply (BPS) system

 
314/04/2014

The BPS and its environment

� BPS role: provide electric power to 6 groups of Backed-up 
electromechanical Components (BCs) in case of loss of Main Power 
Supply (MPS)

� The BCs are owned by other plant systems
� SICS (Safety Injection Control System): I&C system that determines 

whether safety injection (implemented by BC1) is required
� Operator

� Can issue 4 orders: Start / End BPS Maintenance, Start Periodic 
Test, Reset BPS

� Must be informed of BPS failure to power the required BCs
� DG: Diesel Generator, essential part of the BPS
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414/04/2014

The BPS and its environment

BC1 BC2 BC3 BC4 BC6BC5MPS DG

Backed-up Electric Panel
Non Backed-up 

Electric Panel

BPS

Operator SICS

 
514/04/2014

BPS natural language requirements
1. When the BPS is under maintenance, it must not be activated

2. In the absence of any BPS component failure or in the presence of a single BPS sensor failure, when the BPS is 
not under maintenance, in case of loss of MPS, and until a valid Reset:

a. If and when safety injection required, BC1 must be powered within 30 seconds
b. At least two of BC2 to BC5 must be powered within 60 seconds
c. BC6 must be powered within 80 seconds

3. Probabilities of not satisfying requirements 2 due to BPS component failure
a. Probability of failure to reload any one of the required BCs in the allocated time must be less than 5x10-3 per demand
b. Probability of failure to reload more than one of the required BCs in the allocated time must be less than 10-3 per demand

c. The failure rate of the BPS while it powers the required BCs must be less than 10-3 per day

4. In the absence of any BPS component failure or in the presence of a single BPS sensor failure, the BPS must not 
be spuriously activated

5. The frequency of not satisfying requirement 4 must be less than 10-3 per year
6. If any BCs cannot be powered back as specified, a failure signal must be sent to the operator

7. That failure signal must not be raised spuriously
8. When the DG is operated:

a. If it is to mitigate a loss of MPS, it must function at any cost, even if this means damaging or eventually destroying it

b. If it is for a periodic test of the BPS, the risk of damaging it must be minimised

9. In the absence of any BPS component failure or in the presence of a single BPS sensor failure, when a valid 
Reset is issued by the operator

a. The normal condition for powering the BCs (i.e., BCs powered by the MPS) must be restored within 10 seconds.
b. No BC is unpowered for more than a total of 5 seconds after the Reset. (Depowering the BCs briefly is necessary, for the DG must not 

be connected to the available MPS, otherwise, it could be seriously damaged.)
c. A Reset is valid when and only when it occurs after the MPS is available again, and at least 

60 seconds after the BPS activation.  
614/04/2014

BPS overall design

BC 6

Non Backed-up 
Electric Panel

MPS DG

BVBVNBV

Step1DGFDGV

Backed-up Electric Panel

Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6 Step7 Step8 Step9

BC 1

Operator SICSDGLS

BC 2 - 5

BPS
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714/04/2014

Project results

� Formal requirements modelling for the BPS

� Including formal statement of assumptions regarding BPS 
environment

� Formal overall design modelling for the BPS
� Including formal requirements modelling for the DGLS

� Formal modelling highlighted ambiguities and other defects in natural 
language requirements specifications

� Simulation tools not ready yet, but are being developed by ITEA2 
project MODRIO

� Formal verification of BPS and DGLS key properties
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APPENDIX 5 - Formal Software Verification - Introduction 

114/04/2014

Second HARMONICS end-user workshop
April 2 nd-3rd, 2014, Chatou, FRANCE

Formal Software Verification
Introduction

Thuy Nguyen
EDF R&D

 
214/04/2014

What is formal software verification?

� Rigorous and systematic demonstration that the software of an I&C 
system satisfies required or claimed properties

� Software is understood in a wide sense
� Application software, Function blocks, System software
� Distributed or non-distributed software
� "Conventional" software, HDL designs

� Formal verification can be applied to various software 
representations
� Application-level representations (e.g., functional diagrams)
� Coding in general-purpose programming language
� Executable binary code

�No a priori constraints are placed on the software to be verified

 
 

314/04/2014

Benefits and limitations

� Benefits, if successful

� Can provide a high level of confidence
� Clear end criteria
� Very different from techniques usually applied by developers

� Limitations
� Not all desirable software properties may be addressed
� Even for those that may, the task is difficult, not fully automatic, 

and not always fully conclusive
� HARMONICS made good progress, but more work is still 

needed
� Due to current limitations, formal verification strategies need to be 

applied
� Divide and conquer approaches
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414/04/2014

Place of formal software verification in system lif ecycle

 
514/04/2014

Overview of the work session

� The various types of software properties that can be addressed by 
formal verification

� Presentation of a few formal verification approaches

� Examples of claims of interest
� A case study: functional properties of the software of a 

non-distributed I&C system

 
614/04/2014

Various types of software properties

Functional
Properties

(including claims on 
synchronous timings)

Integrity 
Properties

(freedom from intrinsic 
faults)

Structural 
Properties

Equivalence Properties
(of implementation 

with respect to verified models)

Other SW-related Properties
(not justifiable by formal verification)

Examples: Algori thmic suitability, combinatorial logic timings, faul t-
tolerance, ...

Non-SW Properties
Requirements specification

Hardware & Overall design

Operation
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714/04/2014

Examples of properties of interest

� The software satisfies its functional and timing requirements

� The operating system has a periodic, repetitive behaviour
� It is not affected by process conditions

� These two properties may be used for example when 
assessing the potential for common-cause failure of two 
separate I&C systems implementing different functions using 
the same platform

� The C code produced by the code generator is functionally 
equivalent to the specified functional diagrams
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APPENDIX 6 - Stepwise Shutdown System: Introduction 

114/04/2014

Introduction to
Stepwise Shutdown System

HARMONICS End User Workshop, 2-3 April, 2014, Paris
Janne Valkonen, Timo Korvola, Lauri Lötjönen, 

Jari Hämäläinen VTT
janne.valkonen@vtt.fi , jari .hamalainen@vtt.fi

 
214/04/2014

Background for the Stepwise Shutdown System

� Stepwise Shutdown System is based on a real system

� Simplified for research and demonstration purposes

� Objectives of the case study

� Develop the example system
� Go through some development steps (not to cover everything)

� Study some methods for verification (not to cover everything)

� Evaluate the usefulness of the methods

 
314/04/2014

Tasks of the Stepwise Shutdown System

� To steer the process towards the normal operating state in case of 
disturbances. 

� To be triggered when some of the process variables deviate from the 
values set for normal operation. 

� To pass control commands to the actuators.

� To decide the next actions based on the process measurements.
� To enable manual actuation from the control room in case human 

intervention is required.
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414/04/2014

Stepwise Shutdown System – Functional logic design

 
514/04/2014

Development phases

� Requirements specification
� Functional design
� Software design
� Implementation
� Verification

� V&V Plan

� Reviews, walkthroughs
� Model checking (addressed also in Case study Confidence in requirements specification)

� Testing
� Static analysis

� Safety justification

 
614/04/2014

Public case study

� In order to be representative of the real needs, most of the HARMONICS case 
studies are based on real life problems. 

� These however are subject to non-disclosure-agreements (NDAs) and cannot 
be made public. 

� The objective of the public case study is to illustrate all the HARMONICS 
results with a simple, easy to understand example not subject to NDA. 

� Stepwise Shutdown System will be the basis of the public case study

� The public case study will be finished and published in the beginning of 2015.
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APPENDIX 7 - Safety Justification Framework, Viewpoints and Observations 

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Safety Justification Framework
Some viewpoints and observations

Bo Liwång

Section of System Assessment

Dept. of Nuclear Reactor Safety

Sida 1

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 2

Case 1

No Safety Case Report,

but a document structure where the purpose
of the document was described and on 
different levels of details

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 3

MORE THAN 170 DOCUMENTS ARE PROVIDED 
IN FOUR GROUPS

The Qualification results are documented as described in “MOD 

Document Structure”, which also identifies all documents. Documents are 

identified to belong to one of four groups with group 1 documents 

containing summary type of information, while documents in group 4 

include very detailed information within a narrow area. These groups are 

identified in “MOD Document Structure”, which also includes abstracts for 

the top level documents.
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2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 4

Structure of
Qualification Documents

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 5

Project Control Documents

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 6

Summary, Quality Evaluation and 
Independent Evaluation Documents
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2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 7

Case 2
PSADP = Plant Safety Assurance and Demonstration Plan:

14 Safety Subject Areas (SSA)

Each of the SSA is decomposed into sub-claims, responsible
organisation (supplier, utility project or the plant) and strategy
for showing fullfillment.  This forms the ”Total Safety Case”

Reported to SSM as PSADR = Plant Safety Assessment
Demonstration Report in several revisions

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 8

SSA 1 Scope capture, Safety Categorization and System Definitions
SSA 2 Quality Assurance (QA/QC)
SSA 3 Processes, Strategies and Plans (PSP)
SSA 4 Assumptions, Preconditions, Design Basis & Requirements

(APDB&R) Identification
SSA 5 Regulations, Codes, Standards & Guidelines (RCS&G)
SSA 6 System Architecture, and Functional, System and Detailed

Design
SSA 7 MCR/HSI/MMI/HFE
SSA 8 V&V of Plant I&C
SSA 9 Base Product Qualification
SSA 10 Plant Installation
SSA 11 Plant Documentation
SSA 12 Organization and Competence Assurance
SSA 13 Integration in Plant
SSA 14 Operation, Maintenance and Modifications

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 9
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2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 10

Technical

QA, Design, 
Standards

General

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 11

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 12

Case 1
Appr. 200 documents

Case 2
Appr. 600 documents
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The triangle

Property-based

Vulnerability 
assessment

Standards 
compliance

Safety
justification

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 13

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 14

The triangle

The cases
were in this
area

 

Standards compliance

Justification based on showing compliance with 
standards
Typically include
– Configuration management
– The approach to development
– Design constraints/design principles
– Level of verification
– Documentation to be produced

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 15
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Criticism of compliance-based approaches

Good tools, methods and processes may not 
lead to a specific level of integrity
Impedes the adoption of new methods and 
technologies
Inadequate for highly quality systems 
developed in accordance with different 
standards
Do not necessarily provide direct evidence of 
behaviour

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 16

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

SSM External review of the SSM 
assessment of R2 TWICE

Performed by Johan Schubert
member of SSM Nuclear Reactor Safety

Advisory Board

Sida 17

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

•Require a formal approval of the safety plan 
(PSADP) by SSM.

•Require a safety assessment report from the utility 
with the sole purpose to demonstrate the safety for 
an external stakeholder and having a scope and a 
format that is really intelligible by a regulatory body.

Sida 18
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2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

In my mind PSADR demonstrates an accomplished 
safety for expertise working internally in the project. 
However it does not have enough powerful 
arguments to convince an external totally neutral 
observer. The three complementary reviews of 
PSDAR4, including the one of SSM, are individual 
opinions more than formal reviews in my mind. 
They often are based in deep TWICE project 
knowledge and they are undeniably very important 
testimonies but they are inherently subjective.

Sida 19

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 20

http://ethics.tamu.edu/guest/XV230/1025%5B1%5D.pdf

The NIMROD case

 

CHAPTER 22 – BEST PRACTICE FOR 
SAFETY CASES

“Safety Cases were intended to be an aid to thinking 
about risk, not an end in themselves” (Lord Cullen, 
2009).

“Safety Cases are often written for the benefit of the 
writer, not the reader.” (Ian Wheavell, Health & Safety 
Executive, 2008)

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 21
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Safety Cases should be renamed “Risk Cases” and conform in 
the future to the following six Principles:

• Succinct (concise);

• Home-grown;

• Accessible;

• Proportionate;

• Easy to understand; and

• Document-lite.

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 22

 

Bottom up

CAE concepts – definitions

CAE building blocks

CAE templates

CAE Case examples

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 23

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 24

CAE concepts – definitions

Is an important issue as it needs to be 
clear what Claim, Argument and 
Evidence are and what are the properties 
for them.

Information in documents is not evidence. 
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2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 25

CAE building blocks and templates

Helps to structure and building the 
Safety Justification

CAE Case examples

Helps to understand and interpret the 
guidance

 

The triangle

Property-based

Vulnerability 
assessment

Standards 
compliance

Safety
justification

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 26

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 27

?
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2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 28

Sushil Birla

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC

made a presentation at the EHPG Meeting in Gol, 
Norway, March 10-15, 2013.

“Technical Basis for Reviewing Hazard Analysis 
of A Digital Safety System”

Based on overview results from NRC’s Research 
Information Letter 1101

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 29

1. Hazards in a digital safety system 
• contributed through systemic causes. 

2. Hazard scenario selection based on recent regulatory review 
experiences in new reactors. 

3. Criteria/constraints to avoid or mitigate these contributory hazards 
are identified from state of the art. 

4. Intended purpose: Support judgment in a regulatory review.

The focus:

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
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Some terminology:

“safety goals” (or losses to be prevented), as assigned to the safety 
system under analysis. 

Hazard analysis starts with the recognition and identification of hazards 
that may obstruct or compromise these safety goals or lead to the losses 
to be prevented. 

Hazard analysis of the system progresses as its design evolves, 
identifying verifiable requirements and constraints to prevent the unwanted 
effects of the identified hazards. 

As NRC use the term, the result of hazard analysis is a set of validated 
requirements and constraints.
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(Uncertainties and resulting size of contributory ha zard space )

“Good” design practice

NRC’s regulatory guidance 
framework

Residual
Uncertainties

Conformity
assumed

Focus area
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• Unrecognized inter-dependencies in the system
• Unrecognized inter-dependencies in processes (technical; supporting; 

management) 
• Disruption in or emissions from the environment
• Emissions or outputs from or behavior of the DI&C system having an 

effect on its environment that may affect safety adversely
• Anomaly in the state of the process is not recognized (reality ≠ 

perception)
• The nature of change in monitored phenomenon is not well 

understood
• Anomaly in the state of the instrumentation is not recognized
• Anomaly in state of some element in environment is not recognized
• The boundary of the system is not well-defined
• Hazards from interactions of the system with its environment, 

including effects of invalid assumptions, are not recognized

Examples of Hazard categories (direct; contributory)

 

The triangle

Property-based

Vulnerability 
assessment

Standards 
compliance

Safety
justification

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 33
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We have earlier seen:
Standard compliance and some Vulnerability
assessment

now we need ….

 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 35

 

Product-based approaches

Focus on directly showing the desired behaviour, 
property or reliability

They can be applied even when standards 
compliance cannot be shown 

Linked with specific claims about the product or 
system 

May use claim-argument-evidence structure

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 36
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What to do to
incorporate ALL 
issues needed
for the safety
justification, a 
confidence
building and a 
side-claim?

 

Confidence building framework

Safety 
system 

acceptable

Argue that safety 
principles 
satisfied

Behaviour 
of the 

product OK

/\

Safety 
properties 
satisfied

Vulnerabilities 
and hazards 
addressed

Compliance 
with standards 
and regulations 

(includes process quality)

Justification 
framework 

about 
behaviour

safety and hazard approach informed and constrained by standards and principles

Argue that  for Cat A the design
principles embodied in 

standards and regulations 

2014-04-01 (v1.2)
Bo Liwång

Sida 38
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The system is safety
justified

Claim 1 Standard 
compliance

Claim 2 
Vulnerability
assessment

Claim 3 Property 
based

SJ = SJ 1 + SJ 2 + SJ 3

• That the sum of sub-claims give the complete properties
and fullfills the Safety Justification
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END
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APPENDIX 8 - Safety Justification Framework 

116/04/2014

Safety Justification Framework

HARMONICS End user workshop, April 2-3, 2014, Paris

Robin Bloomfield, Sofia Guerra
Adelard

PT/215/4384/11 

 
216/04/2014

Outline

� 14:00 Recap concepts
� 14:10 Topics – discussion
� 15:30 Break

� 15:45 Topics – discussion (continuation)
� 16:10 Opportunities and barriers for deployment

� Preparation to report

� Feedback form
� 17:15 End

 
316/04/2014

CAE - concepts

� Claims , which are assertions put forward for general acceptance. 
They are typically statements about a property of the system or 
some subsystem. Claims that are asserted as true without 
justification become assumptions and claims supporting an 
argument are called sub-claims.

� Evidence that is used as the basis of the justification of the claim. 
Sources of evidence may include the design, the development 
process, prior field experience, testing (including statistical testing), 
source code analysis or formal analysis.

� Arguments link the evidence to the claim. They are the 
“statements indicating the general ways of arguing being applied in 
a particular case and implicitly relied on and whose trustworthiness 
is well established”, together with the validation for the scientific 
and engineering laws used.
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Typical CAE structure

Argument

Claim

Sub Claim 2Sub Claim 1

Evidence 1 Evidence 2

 
516/04/2014

6

Examples of claims
�Claim are assertions put forward 

for general acceptance, usually 
a proposition about a property of 
the system, e.g.,

� functions (shut down when T> 500) 
� invariants (water level in reactor 

pressure vessel always between A 
and B)

� purely descriptive (competency 
and culture)

Argument

Claim

Su b Claim 2Sub Claim 1

Evidence 1 Evidence 2

 
616/04/2014

6

Claim attribute expansion

� Claims can be broken down into claims about different attributes 
for the various sub-systems, e.g.:

accuracy
time response
robustness to overload
maintainability
modifiability, etc.

reliability and availability
usability (by the operator)
security (external attack)
fail-safe response
functional correctness
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716/04/2014

Evidence

� Basis of the justification of the claim

� Sources may include
� Prior field data
� Testing (including statistical testing)

� Formal verification

 
816/04/2014

Types of argument

� Deterministic or analytical application of predetermined rules to 
derive a true/false claim (given some initial assumptions), e.g. 
formal proof (compliance to specification, safety property), 
execution time analysis,  exhaustive test,  single fault criterion

� Probabilistic quantitative statistical reasoning, to establish a 
numerical level, e.g. MTTF,  MTTR,  reliability testing

� Qualitative compliance with rules that may have an indirect link 
the desired attributes, e.g. compliance with QMS and safety 
standards, staff skills and experience

Making arguments explicit a key idea
Separating evidence from information

 
916/04/2014

CAE blocks

� Decomposition

� Partition some aspect of the claim 

� Substitution

� Refine a claim about an object into  claim 
about an equivalent object

� Evidence incorporation

� Evidence supports the claim

� Concretion

� Some aspect of the claim is given a more 
precise definition 

� Calculation or proof

� Some value of the claim can be computed 
or proved
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Topic 1 - Claims

� What claims we might make about

� Requirements
� Formal verification

� How are they related?
� Influence diagrams

 
1116/04/2014

Requirements

Plant process 
requirements

I&C system 
requirements

Software 
requirements
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Topic 2: How to justify claims

� Explore possible arguments and evidence that might support the 
claims identified in Topic 1

� Refine and modify any arguments developed in Topic 1
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APPENDIX 9 - Confidence in Requirements Specification 

114/04/2014

Second HARMONICS end-user workshop
April 2 nd-3rd, 2014, Chatou, FRANCE

Confidence in Requirements Specification

Thuy Nguyen
EDF R&D
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Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End

 
314/04/2014

What is your experience?

� In what types of projects were you involved?

� Limited / significant upgrades
� New evolutionary builds
� New designs

� How do you specify I&C requirements?
� What problems did you encounter? 
� What could have been done differently?

� Work
� 5 mn prep

� Roud table
� Discussion & first conclusions
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414/04/2014

Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End
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Overview

� Consider the I&C 
requirements specification 
in the framework of the 
surrounding plant systems 
and their requirements

� Formal requirements and 
behavioural modelling

� Use of massive simulation

� Formal verification on key 
aspects when possible

Assumptions

Assumptions Assumptions

Plant 
System B

Plant 
System C

Plant 
System Z

Plant 
Operator

Plant 
System A

Equipment

Equipment

Equipment

Equipment

Plant System 
Requirements

I&C 
System

I&C Functions

Assumptions
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The HARMONICS process
1. Non-formal plant system analysis

� Identification & characterisation of plant system environment

� All entities that interact with the plant system (e.g., other plant 
systems, operators)

� Assumptions regarding the plant system environment
� Identification & characterisation of plant system operational modes

� Situations where specific sets of requirements are expected 
from the plant system

� Also situations where specific sets of assumptions are made 
regarding the plant system environment

� Including failure situations

� Specification of plant system requirements
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714/04/2014

The HARMONICS process
2. Formal requirements modelling

� "Formal" model of the plant system and its environment

� Object(s) representing the plant system
� Objects interacting with the plant system
� Operational modes

� Assumptions on plant system environment
� Requirements regarding the plant system

� At this stage, this is not necessarily a behavioural simulation model

� But tool assisted verification may be used to detect overly 
constrained models (no possible solution)

 
814/04/2014

The HARMONICS process
3. Plant system overall design modelling

� Identification and characterisation of the plant system main components
� Including I&C

� Identification and characterisation of the plant system main internal modes

� Requirements specification for each of these components
� Allocation of plant system requirements

� First in a non-formal manner, and then in a formal model

� The formal model is not necessarily a behavioural simulation model
� Multiple design alternatives may be analysed

 
914/04/2014

The HARMONICS process
Note on I&C requirements specification

� At this stage, the I&C requirements may be expressed in a 
non-imperative form

� Constraints to be satisfied by I&C behaviour
� Contrary to functional diagrams, which specify a behaviour that 

can be simulated and is already a software implementation
� Later in the development process, functional diagrams may be 

verified against this high level, non-imperative specification
� By simulation

� By testing
� By formal verification
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1014/04/2014

The HARMONICS process
4. Plant system overall design verification

� Simulation using a random generator 
of conformant scenarios

� Such as Stimulus (from ArgoSim)

� Verification that the overall design 
satisfies the plant system 
requirements, including the I&C 
functions requirements specification

� Detailed design decisions just need to 
comply with the overall design

Assumptions on 
System 

Environment

Plant System 
Environment & 
Requirements

Plant System 
Overall Design

Overall 
Design 

Assumptions 

Random 
Generator of 
Conformant 
Behaviours

Simulation 
Reseults 
Analyser

Sim. HSI

Specification of 
Simulation 

Objectives & 
Scenarios
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The HARMONICS process
5. Detailed design and verification

� As design becomes more detailed, the precise behaviour of 
individual components can be represented in a behavioural 
simulation model

� E.g., in MODELICA for the process
� In functional diagrams for I&C functions

 
1214/04/2014

Modelling

� Process models

� Models based on ad hoc techniques
� Models based on general modelling languages, e.g., MODELICA
� Multiple models can cooperate using the FMI (Functional Mock-

up Interface)
� MODELICA is being extended by the ITEA2 project MODRIO

� FOrmal Requirements Modelling Language (FORM-L), to 
formally specify requirements and assumptions at process level

� Stochastic modelling, to model random events such as 
components failures

� Multi-mode modelling, to facilitate the representation of 
components failure modes
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1314/04/2014

FORM-L

� The language allows the expression of 

� Requirements to be satisfied
� Functional & timing requirements
� Fault-tolerance and probabilistic requirements

� Assumptions made on the environment of the system
� Overall design decisions

� Such as allocation of requirements to system components

� It provides means to specify
� WHAT must be satisfied

� WHEN that must be satisfied
� WHERE that must be satisfied
� HOW WELL that must be satisfied

 
1414/04/2014

Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End
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The HARMONICS case study

� Plant system: a Backup electric Power Supply (BPS) system

� Provides electric power to components important to plant safety 
in case of loss of the Main electric Power Supply (MPS)

� One main components is a Diesel Generator (DG)
� I&C system: a Diesel Generator Load Sequencer (DGLS)
� Fictitious systems
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1614/04/2014

The BPS and its environment

BC1 BC2 BC3 BC4 BC6BC5
MPS DG

Backed-up Electric Panel
Non Backed-up 

Electric Panel

BPS

Operator

Safety In jection 
Control System
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The BPS overall design

� Several design decisions

� Some of the BCs have been subdivided into smaller Steps
� Instrumentation have been introduced

� Voltmeters, frequency meters, breaker position sensors

� Part of the instrumentation is redundant
� A synchronous control system has been introduced

� Diesel Generator Load Sequencer (DGLS) 

� It operates in a discrete time domain
� Need to take into consideration response times

� Of sensors, breakers, diesel generator (DG)

 
1814/04/2014

The BPS overall design

BC 6

Non Backed-up 
Electric Panel

MPS DG

BVBVNBV

Step1DGFDGV

Backed-up Electric Panel

Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6 Step7 Step8 Step9

BC 1

Operator SICSDGLS

BC 2 - 5

BPS
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1914/04/2014

The DGLS

� Discrete time domain

� Main internal states
� 19 input and 18 output Boolean signals
� 9 main events and conditions

 
2014/04/2014

Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End
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Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End
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2214/04/2014

BPS formal models

BPS.REQ
Requirements & 

Environment
(FORM-L)

BPS.ODS
Overall Design

(FORM-L)

BPS.BEV
Detailed Design

(Model ica)

BPS.ENV
Environment

(Modelica)

Co-simulation

ObserverObserver

Observer
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Structure of the BPS requirements model (REQ)

eMaint
endMaint

eVTest
eVReset

Required

OpMPS SICS tBC

BPS tComponentDG

Requirements on 
availability decision

MPSVoltage Maint, EndMaint
Test
ResetAvailability

Assumptions on 
Operator's actions

Required

Assumptions on 
decisions regarding 

safety injection

Powered

eLoss / eRestore

BC[6]

Powered[6]

Mode & State Active, Ready
Mode: WorkToDeath 
or Protection WorkToDeath 

/ Protection

HasFailed

Sensors {}
NonSensors {}

Failure

HasFailed

From Behavioural  Models

From Architecture Models

Environment System

BPS Requirements

State: 
- Active
- Ready
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General remarks on requirements modelling - Margins
� For real systems, requirements regarding transitions  (e.g., value 

changes of discrete variables, raising of events) based on analog 
inputs cannot be based on sharp, infinitely thin boundaries

� One needs to consider that sensors have limited, finite 
accuracy and may drift

� Noise also needs to be taken into consideration
� Analog-to-digital conversion introduces additional fuzziness

� The same limitation applies to timings: real systems cannot react 
instantaneously to their inputs

� Formal requirement specification must always give the system 
a 'grace period' within which it is allowed to react, even if the 
informal, natural language requirement mentions none

LB UB value

State A State B

State BState A
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2514/04/2014

General remarks on requirements modelling
External information

� The requirements model does not specify HOW the design makes 
its decisions � it receives these decisions as external 'inputs' 
provided by the design model

� It specifies contraints on these inputs, sometimes based on 
other information provided by the behavioural models of the 
system or of its environment.

� Also, particularly for fault-tolerance requirements, the requirements 
model makes reference to external sets, the contents of which are 
defined by the design model

 
2614/04/2014

Structure of the BPS overall design model (ODS)

From B ehavioural Models

To Proper ty Model

ODS

REQ
REQ.tComponent

tComponent

DG tBreaker tMSensor tPSensor

tVoltmeter tFrequencyMeter

tStep

REQ.SICS

DGLS

Degradation & 
Failures

Orders, Timings, Load

REQ.DG Mode & State

Sensors

NonS ens ors

REQ.MPS Avai labil ity

Start / Stop
WorkToDeath / Protection

Shed / 
Reload

Demand for 
power

Open / Close

Timings, Accuracy, 
Hysteresis

Input Input

InputState State, Timings

Demand for power

REQ.SBC P ower ed

Required

Op Actions
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General remarks on overall design modelling

� The overall design 'allocates' requirements to components

� This is done in the form of requirements specified for each 
component

� However, at that stage, the choices of products to be used for the 
components are not made yet

� This will be decided later, by the detailed design� precise 
characteristics are not known yet. 

� The following pattern is used to model components requirements 
and unknown

// Characteristics of a Component

external constant real RealValue; // Decided by detailed design

constant real MaxValue = ...; // Value allocated by ODS

assumed property RealValue ≤ MaxValue; // Req. for detailed design
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Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End
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Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End
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Deployment of the approach

� First step: Include information (or links to information) regarding the 
environment of the I&C system

� Plant system environment, Plant system requirements, Plant 
system design (requirements on plant system components), ...

� In natural language and informal diagrams

� Second step: Formal requirements modelling and simulation
� Focus on functionally complex I&C functions

� Third step:  Formal requirements and behavioural modelling and 
simulation
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3114/04/2014

Benefits

� More explicit statement of WHY requirements are as they are

� Particularly useful when systems are revisited (for upgrades 
for example) many years after initial development

� Help identify possible consequences of plant systems 
modifications on I&C

� The same models may be used for various purposes
� Improve confidence in requirements
� Early design verification

� FMECA
� Hardware-in-the-Loop testing
� ...

 
3214/04/2014

Constraints

� Models and tools need to be maintained throughout system lifetime

� All support languages and tools are not fully available yet
� MODRIO is working on them
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Overview of the work session

�14:00 What is your experience on this topic?

� 14:30 Overview of the HARMONICS approach
� 15:00 Presentation of the HARMONICS case study
�15:20 What should be modeled (+ break)?

� 15:50 The HARMONICS models for simulation-based verification
� 16:25 The HARMONICS model for formal verification
� 16:50 Possible deployment approaches

�16:55 Your feedback
� 17:15 End
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APPENDIX 10 - Confidence in Requirements Specification: Formal Verification 
•1•14/04/2014

Formal Verification of the BPS

HARMONICS End user workshop, April 2-3, 2014, Paris
Maria Grazia Vigliotti

Adelard

•PT/214/4384/1
0 

 
•2•14/04/2014

Safety  properties

•Slide 2

Non Backed-up 
Electr ic Panel

MPS DG

BVBVNBV

Step1
DGFDGV

Backed-up Electric Panel

Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6 Step7 Step8 Step9

Operator CSAGLS

BPS

 
•3•14/04/2014

Setting the scene

� Experience shows that requirements specification is 
sometimes inadequate

• Errors will be revealed late in the development 
process, or worse, during operation

• This can be very costly and leads to huge delays
• Sometime errors are revealed during deployment

How can  formal methods help this state of affairs?   
How can we make requirements more precise? 

How do we know that properties hold?

•Slide 3  
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•4•14/04/2014

Formal verification of key properties

This talk will address the following issues: 
1.What is formal verification (model checking)? 

• Why does it help in getting (correct) requirements 

• How can I&C engineers benefit from model checking
2.How does it work?
3.What tools and techniques are available today?

4.Where to find out more 

•Slide 4

 
•5•14/04/2014

PART I

What is formal verification (model checking)

•Slide 5

 
•6•14/04/2014

Model checking

Model checking

Mathematical model Systematic way of analyzing how a 
system behaves

Formally defined properties Better precision

Automatic method to check that 
properties hold 

Validity of formulae is defined on the 
model

Repeatable experiment Same rigor  of a scientific experiment

Explanation of what is wrong Counterexample, if properties do not 
hold.

•Slide 6
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PART II

How does it work?

•Slide 7
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Model checking

•Slide 8
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Our mental picture of the BackUp Power Supply (BPS)
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Abstract model

•Slide 10
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Open MPS breaker

•Slide 11
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DG warming up

•Slide 12
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Unloading phase

•Slide 13
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Wait

•Slide 14
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Connect the DG

•Slide 15
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Loading (Scenario 1)

•Slide 16
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Wait 5 
seconds
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Loading (Scenario 2)

•Slide 17
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Modelling choices and assumptions
� The final model does not include : 

� The working modes of the BPS 
� The way the MPS fails
� The various components, sensors, voltmeters
� The operator

� Challenges: model all possible ways to open the breakers
� All possible ways to close the breakers and to connect to the DG
� Understand which time deadlines are important
� All possible ways in which the SI can occur
� There  are (approx.) 107 ways in which ALL these events can 

occur out

•Slide 18
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PART III

Tools and techniques

•Slide 19
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Formal model and formal properties

•Slide 20

Property p holds in every state.        Property p holds in some states.

A[] p                                               E<>p
p

pp

p

p

p

p = DG power less than 
maximum load 

p

p

p= BC1 can  is powered

p
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Results
Property Natural language Verified

R2a If the SI is issued then BC1 must be powered 
within 20s from the time the CSA request has 
been issued.

Yes

R2b At least two of the BCs, from the set BC2 to 
BC5, must be powered in 40s from the loss
of the MPS.

Yes

R2c BC6 must be powered in 60s from the loss of 
the MPS, and only after two BCs, the set 
BC2 to BC5 have been powered.

Yes

The DG is is never loaded beyond its maximum
power

Yes

•Slide 21
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•22•14/04/2014

Benefits timed automata and Uppaal

�We have used a tool called Uppaal for the model of the 
BPS

�Properties are verified on all possible behaviours of the 
model

�The tool explores all the 107 possible ways in which the 
BCs can  be loaded, unloaded and the SI injection occurs

�Properties are verified on all possible behaviour, not for a 
specific implementation

What it means for the I&C engineers?
� Implementation  details of the GLS does not matter
� Regardless how GLS loads or unload the BCs and 
� the point in time in which the SI will occur the safety 

properties are verified.

•Slide 22
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PART IV

Where to find about more

•Slide 23
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Find out more

� In this workshop look at the Shut down System 
� Model checking is a mature technique used  across 

industries:
� Hardware design
� Software design in the nuclear industry
� …

� Several  tools available for different analysis:
NuSMV,SMV, SPIN  (functional properties)
UppAal, SAL  (functional and timed properties)
PRISM (functional, timed and probabilistic 

properties)
Modest (all the above and more)…

•Slide 24
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Conclusion 

� This case study taught us that model checking helps:
� understanding the critical points of the I&C systems

� in building confidence in the correct requirements
� or finding mistakes at early stage of development

� Our work shows: 

� that safety properties hold for all possible ways the BCs are loaded 
and unloaded

� which time deadlines are important.

•Slide 25 Slide 25
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Formal verification as model checking

� Model checking induces thinking about the model in an 
abstract way- only  important properties are modelled.

� Model checking helps in understanding and building the 
model in a compositional and modular way

� Model checking helps in clarifying any ambiguity of the 
specifications and in the requirements

� Model checking helps in building confidence in models as 
specifications are automatically validate all possible 
behavioural paths of the model 

•Slide 27
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Ambiguous requirements

Scenario 1   ✔✔✔✔ Scenario 2 ✖✖✖✖

Loss of MPS Loss of MPS

BC2,3 activated in 10s

BC6activated in 15s BC2 activated in 5s

BC6 activated in 15s

25< 60 s       20 < 60 s

•Slide 28

“The BC6 should be powered within 60s from the loss of the MPS”
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Future work

� Refine the model with sensors and other components
� Add probabilities and failures

� Verify all properties Thuy talked  about earlier

•Slide 29
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Results

Propert
y

Natural language Verifie
d

Model

R2a If a CSA is issued then SBC1 must be 
powered within 20s from the time the CSA 
request has been issued.

Yes 1 

R2a* If a CSA (SI action) is issued then SBC1 
must be powered within 24s from the time 
the CSA request has been issued.

Yes 1-2

R2b At least two of the SBCs, from the set SBC2 
to

SBC5, must be powered in 40s from the 
loss

of the MPS.

Yes 1-2

R2c SBC6 must be powered in 60s from the loss 
of

the MPS, and only after two SBCs, the set
SBC2 to SBC5 have been powered.

Yes 1-2

•Slide 30
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The model and the plant

� A controller . An abstract version of the GLS (or the all  
possible sequence in which the SBCs can be loaded)

� The Plant . The breakers of the SBCs (four for the SBC,  
three for the SBC6, one SBC2, SBC3, SBC4, SBC5)

� The spike the power generated after each step of the loading.

� DG  breaker
� MPS breaker
� The Environment . CSA action.

•Slide 31
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How to avoid unwanted behaviour

� The greatest strength of  model checking is the automatic 
analysis of all possible execution paths of a concurrent of the 
system.

� Hence, unwanted or unexpected behaviour is detected at 
early stages of the design.

� This is in contrast with
� Testing and 
� Simulation

� which generally explore only  part of the execution of the 
system 

� From a practical  point of view, building the model and verify  
requirement induces a much deeper understanding of the 
specifications  in the modeller. 

•Slide 32
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What the requirements  need to say 

� Functional  requirements:
� If CSA action is true then SBC1 powered 
� If SBC1 is powered then the CSA must have occurred.
� From the moment the CSA is activated no other SBCs can 

powered before SBC1, if the GLS has started the loading 
phase.

� If the GLS has not started the loading phase and the CSA has 
been activated, then SBC1 should be the first component to be 
activated.

� Time constrains
� SBC1 should be activated within 20 sec from the CSA action 

has been  issued. 
� We understand all these details because we have  built a detailed 

model that  focus on all  possible ways in which the SBCs can be 
powered.

� And we have a formal way of verifying that all the properties hold.

•Slide 33
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Our mental picture of the BackUp Power Supply 
(BPS)

•Slide 34
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APPENDIX 11 - Stepwise Shutdown System 

114/04/2014

Parallel session
Case study evaluation

Stepwise Shutdown System

HARMONICS End User Workshop, 2-3 April, 2014, Paris
Janne Valkonen, Timo Korvola, Lauri Lötjönen, Antti Pakonen

Jari Hämäläinen VTT
janne.valkonen@vtt.fi , jari .hamalainen@vtt.fi

 
214/04/2014

Objectives of the session

� Give an overview of the case study

� Present the development of the case study
� Development phases

� V&V results

� Get comments, feedback and recommendations from the 
evaluators (end users) to the HARMONICS working group

 
314/04/2014

Agenda of the session

� Case study presentation

� Feel free to interrupt and make questions
� Fill in the evaluation form individually

� Electronic version (.doc) available by request

� Group discussions
� Prepare a summary of discussions to be presented on Thursday
� Use flap boards

� Timetable

� 14:00 - 15:30 Parallel Sessions
� 15:30 - 15:45 Break
� 15:45 - 17:15 Parallel Sessions continued
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Work package structure of HARMONICS

1. Clarification of needs, practices and 
experiences

2. Development of common approaches to 
the assessment and justification of the 
reliability of safety-critical software

3. Test of the approaches in case studies

4. Assessment of results from the case 
studies

5. Dissemination of results
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Background for the Stepwise Shutdown System

� Stepwise Shutdown System is based on a real system

� Simplified for research and demonstration purposes
� Presents a simple safety function

� Objectives of the case study
� Develop the example system
� Go through some development steps (not to cover everything)

� Study some methods for verification (not to cover everything)

� Evaluate the usefulness of the methods
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Tasks of the Stepwise Shutdown System

� To steer the process towards the normal operating state in case of 
disturbances. 

� To be triggered when some of the process variables deviate from the 
values set for normal operation. 

� To pass control commands to the actuators.

� To decide the next actions based on the process measurements.
� To enable manual actuation from the control room in case human 

intervention is required.
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714/04/2014

Development phases

� Requirements specification

� Functional design
� Software design
� Implementation

� Verification
� V&V Plan
� Reviews, walkthroughs

� Model checking (main focus of this presentation)
� Testing

� Static analysis
� Safety justification
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V&V Plan
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V&V Plan

� V&V independence

� V&V process: plan – implement – report 

� Requirements

� Software design
� Source code

� Reporting plan
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1014/04/2014

Requirements specification

 
1114/04/2014

Functional requirements for the Stepwise Shutdown S ystem

Automatic activation

001 If any of the following conditions is realized, the Stepwise 
Shutdown System shall be automatically activated:
� high primary circuit pressure, 
� low main steam pressure, 

� high reactor output temperature, 
� neutron flux level high - reactor power level is too high, 
� neutron rate log – reactor power is increasing too fast.

 
1214/04/2014

Functional requirements for the Stepwise Shutdown S ystem

Automatic activation

002 When activated (i.e. any of the automatic triggering 
conditions in 001 is valid), the Stepwise Shutdown System 
shall automatically start the actuators to control the process 
based on the following sequence:
� 3 seconds actuation.

� 12 seconds idle.

003 The sequence (3 + 12 seconds) shall be repeated as long as 
any of the triggering conditions listed in 001 is valid.
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1314/04/2014

Functional requirements for the Stepwise Shutdown S ystem

Manual activation

004 The operator shall be able to manually activate the Stepwise 
Shutdown System from the control room. 

005 When manually activated, the Stepwise Shutdown System 
shall automatically give start the actuators for 3 seconds. 

006 The manual activation shall not depend on the state of the 
automatic activation.
Note: This means that the actuators will be started 
immediately no matter what are the triggering conditions or 
the phase in the automatic sequence of actions (see 002). 
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Functional requirements for the Stepwise Shutdown S ystem

Manual activation

007 After the manual activation, the Stepwise Shutdown System 
shall continue monitoring the fulfillment of the triggering 
conditions and activate the actuators automatically 
whenever needed.

008 After the manual activation of the system and the 
subsequent 3 seconds actuation, the system shall have a 12 
seconds idle period before an automatic activation is 
possible again.
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Functional requirements for the Stepwise Shutdown S ystem

Spurious activation

009 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall not be activated 
unless at least one of the automatic triggering conditions is 
valid or the manual activation is given from the control room.
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1614/04/2014

Functional requirements for the Stepwise Shutdown S ystem

System start-up

010 When the system is started, it shall begin monitoring the 
automatic activation conditions and the manual activation 
command immediately and perform the required actions 
regardless of the status of the system before start up.

 
1714/04/2014

Interfaces

The Stepwise Shutdown System shall have the following interfaces 
to other systems (see Figure 1 on the next slide):

011 Operator interface to control room (Human-Machine 
Interface, HMI).

012 Process interface to measurements through Signal 
Processing System.

013 Interface to actuators.

014 Other safety systems shall not be in any connection to 
Stepwise Shutdown System.
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Interfaces

Figure 1. Overview of the interfaces. 
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Process interface

See General Requirements for Safety Systems

Input signals

015 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall get the following 
signals from the process through the Signal Processing 
System. (next slide)

Note The Signal Processing System produces binary output 
values based on the process measurements and the given 
limit values. See “Requirements for Signal Processing 
System”.
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Process interface

Signal ID. Signal 

type

Signal explanation

SWSPI0001 Boolean TRUE = “Primary circuit pressure > HIGH”

SWSPI0002 Boolean TRUE = “Main steam pressure < LOW”

SWSPI0003 Boolean TRUE = “Reactor output temperature > HIGH”

SWSPI0004 Boolean TRUE = “Neutron flux level > HIGH”

SWSPI0005 Boolean TRUE = “Rate of change in reactor power > HIGH”
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Operator interface

Input signals

016 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall get the following signals 
from the control room (HMI).

Signal ID. Signal type Signal explanation

SWSOI0001 Boolean TRUE = “Manual activation ON”
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2214/04/2014

Actuator interface

Input signals

017 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall pass the following signals 
to the actuator. 

Signal ID. Signal type Signal explanation

SWSAI0001 Boolean TRUE = actuator activated
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Implementation requirements and constraints

� Software architecture
� Hardware architecture
� Operational environment

� Testing scenarios
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Requirements verification
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Requirements verification

� Reviews

� Walkthroughs

� Another case study called Confidence in requirements specification
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Functional design
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Functional logic design
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2814/04/2014

Design verification through model checking

 
2914/04/2014

Model checking

� Model checking is an efficient formal 
method for the verification of critical 
systems.

� Model checker is a software tool that 
exhaustively checks that a model of a 
system satisfies given requirements.

� The answer is either YES…
� …or NO, in which case the model checker 

will output a counter-example , 
demonstrating an execution path that does 
not meet the requirement. 
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Model checking vs. testing and simulation

� Testing and simulation are based on the execution 
of a limited set of test cases or sequences.

� Even for relatively simple binary circuits, it is 
impossible to cover all input sequence 
combinations (state space explosion).

� Model checking is not a brute force method, but 
based on looking for certain properties in a tree-
type data structure.

� Not a tool for all purposes, but especially effective 
for the analysis of binary circuits (AND, OR, delay, 
flip-flop memory blocks…)
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3114/04/2014

31

Role of model checking - applicability of different methods

 
3214/04/2014

Design verification through model checking (plan)

� The functional logic design will be verified through formal model checking. 
� The functionality of the design will be verified against the requirements 

specification. 
� The results of model checking will be documented. 
� Coverage of model checking will be analysed. 
� Each tested requirement will be reported. 
� Assumptions, abstractions, used software and hardware will be documented.

� Method: Formal model checking
� Inputs: Software requirements specification, Software design documentation, 

Functional logic design
� Outputs: Model checking report, Anomaly report
� Schedule: After the software design review is completed
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Design verification through model checking (plan)

Phases of model checking

� Making the function block library
� Making the formal models of functions
� Identification of the requirements for model checking

� Formalisation of requirements into temporal logic statements
� Reporting the model checking results
� Analysis of model checking coverage
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Review of the function block library

� The elementary function blocks, such as AND, OR, FLIP-FLOP etc. were 
modelled for model checking as reusable library functions.  

� The implementation of the function blocks was manually reviewed 
independently meaning that another expert than the modeller performed 
the review.

� The correctness of the implementation of the elementary blocks was 
verified through model checking independently meaning that another 
expert than the modeller performed the review.

� Description of the review and the results are listed in a report “Review 
results of the function block library for the Stepwise Shutdown System”.
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Review of the models

� The state machine model for model checking was written manually by 
utilizing the function block library. The model was reviewed independently 
concentrating on the following issues:

� correctness of the inputs and outputs,
� correctness of the “wiring” between the function blocks,

� manually going through the desired functionality of the design case by 
case following the software requirements specification.

� No anomalies were found.

� Description of the review and the results are listed in a report “Review 
results of the model checking model for the Stepwise Shutdown System” 
(not included in the case study material).
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Review of the model checking requirements

� The natural language requirements for model checking were reviewed by 
comparing them to the original SRS and analysing if all the relevant 
behaviours were included. This was done by an independent expert other 
than the author of the requirements. 

� No anomalies were found.

� Description of the review and the results are listed in a report “Review 
results of the model checking requirements for the Stepwise Shutdown 
System” (not included in the case study material).
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3714/04/2014

Review of the temporal logic statements

� The natural language requirements for model checking were transformed 
to temporal logic statements for the model checker programme. The 
transformation process was done by utilizing temporal logic templates to 
ease formulating the correct statements. The temporal logic statements 
were reviewed by an independent expert other than the author of the 
statements. 

� No anomalies were found.

� Description of the review and the results are listed in a report “Review 
results of the temporal logic statements for the Stepwise Shutdown 
System” (not included in the case study material).
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Model checking results

Test case ID Requirement ID in 

the SRS  (WP3.02)

Natural language requirement for model checking Model 

checking 

result

1.0 001 If the primary circuit pressure exceeds its high limit, the 
Stepwise Shutdown System shall start the actuators.

TRUE

2.0 001 If the steam pressure exceeds goes below its low limit, 
the Stepwise Shutdown System shall start the actuators.

TRUE

3.0 001 If the reactor output temperature exceeds its high limit, 
the Stepwise Shutdown System shall start the actuators.

TRUE

4.0 001 If the neutron flux level exceeds its high limit, the 
Stepwise Shutdown System shall start the actuators.

TRUE

5.0 001 If the neutron rate log indicates that the reactor power is 
increasing too fast, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall 
start the actuators. 

TRUE
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Model checking results

Test case 

ID

Requirement 

ID in the SRS  

(WP3.02)

Natural language requirement for model checking Model 

checking 

result

6.0 002, 003 If any of the automatic triggering conditions is valid and stays 
valid, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall start the actuators 
and in some future state after that the actuators shall be 
stopped and in some future state after that they shall be started 
again.

TRUE

002 When activated (i.e. any of the automatic triggering conditions in 001 is valid), 
the Stepwise Shutdown System shall automatically start the actuators to control 
the process based on the following sequence:
� 3 seconds actuation.
� 12 seconds idle.

003 The sequence (3 + 12 seconds) shall be repeated as long as any of the 
triggering conditions listed in 001 is valid.
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4014/04/2014

Model checking results

Test case 

ID

Requirement 

ID in the SRS  

(WP3.02)

Natural language requirement for model checking Model 

checking 

result

7.0 004, 005, 006 If the operator presses the manual activation button in the 
control room while none of the triggering conditions is on and 
the actuators are in idle mode, the Stepwise Shutdown System 
shall start the actuators.

TRUE

004 The operator shall be able to manually activate the Stepwise 
Shutdown System from the control room. 

005 When manually activated, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall 
automatically give start the actuators for 3 seconds. 

006 The manual activation shall not depend on the state of the automatic 
activation.
Note: This means that the actuators will be started immediately no matter 
what are the triggering conditions or the phase in the automatic sequence 
of actions (see 002). 

 
4114/04/2014

Model checking results

Test case 

ID

Requirement 

ID in the SRS  

(WP3.02)

Natural language requirement for model checking Model 

checking 

result

8.0 004, 005, 006 If the operator presses the manual activation button in the 
control room while any of the triggering conditions is on and the 
actuators are in idle mode, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall 
start the actuators.

TRUE

004 The operator shall be able to manually activate the Stepwise 
Shutdown System from the control room. 

005 When manually activated, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall 
automatically give start the actuators for 3 seconds. 

006 The manual activation shall not depend on the state of the automatic 
activation.
Note: This means that the actuators will be started immediately no matter 
what are the triggering conditions or the phase in the automatic sequence 
of actions (see 002). 

 
4214/04/2014

Model checking results

Test case ID Requirement ID in 

the SRS  (WP3.02)

Natural language requirement for model checking Model 

checking 

result

9.0 004, 005, 006 If the operator presses the manual activation button in 
the control room while none of the triggering conditions 
is on and the actuators are already activated, the 
Stepwise Shutdown System shall keep the actuators 
activated for 3 seconds.

TRUE

10.0 004,005,006 If the operator presses the manual activation button in 
the control room while any of the triggering conditions is 
on and the actuators are already activated, the Stepwise 
Shutdown System shall keep the actuators activated for 3 
seconds.

TRUE
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4314/04/2014

Model checking results

Test case ID Requirement ID in 

the SRS  (WP3.02)

Natural language requirement for model checking Model 

checking 

result

11.0 008 If the manual activation has been done the Stepwise 
Shutdown System shall start the actuators and in some 
future state after that the actuators shall be stopped.

TRUE

12.0 009 If none of the automatic triggering conditions is valid and 
the manual activation is not used, the Stepwise Shutdown 
System shall not start the actuators.

TRUE

008 After the manual activation of the system and the subsequent 3 seconds actuation, 
the system shall have a 12 seconds idle period before an automatic activation is possible 
again.

009 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall not be activated unless at least one of the 
automatic triggering conditions is valid or the manual activation is given from the control 
room.

 
4414/04/2014

Analysis of model checking coverage

� Model checking is a powerful formal verification method to analyse the 
functional behaviour of I&C designs. 

� The basic functionality can be exhaustively verified but not all the 
functionalities and precision of timings are suitable to be analysed by 
model checking. 

� The table below presents some viewpoints, limitations and explanations 
related to the coverage of model checking with regard to some of the 
original requirements in the SRS.

 
4514/04/2014

Analysis of model checking coverage

Requirement ID in the 

SRS (WP3.02)

Explanation related to coverage

002, 003 Model checking was used to analyse if the required sequence is repeated so that 
the commands to the actuators are first given, then not given and then given again. 
The lengths of the delays and control commands were not analysed. Only a couple 
of sequences were checked and assumed that the sequence continues as such in 
case the triggering conditions are valid longer. 
The accuracy of the delays and timings has to be verified with other methods like 
simulation or testing.

002 When activated (i.e. any of the automatic triggering conditions in 001 is valid), 
the Stepwise Shutdown System shall automatically start the actuators to control 
the process based on the following sequence:
� 3 seconds actuation.
� 12 seconds idle.

003 The sequence (3 + 12 seconds) shall be repeated as long as any of the 
triggering conditions listed in 001 is valid.
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4614/04/2014

Analysis of model checking coverage

Requirement ID in the 

SRS (WP3.02)

Explanation related to coverage

007 Due to its descriptive and explanatory nature this requirement can be better 
verified by simulation or testing.

007 After the manual activation, the Stepwise Shutdown System 
shall continue monitoring the fulfillment of the triggering 
conditions and activate the actuators automatically 
whenever needed.

 
4714/04/2014

Analysis of model checking coverage

Requirement ID in the 

SRS (WP3.02)

Explanation related to coverage

008 Model checking was used to analyse if the required sequence is repeated so that 
commands to the actuators are first given, then not given and then given again. 
The lengths of the delays and control commands were not analysed. It has to be 
done with other ways like simulation or testing.

008 After the manual activation of the system and the 
subsequent 3 seconds actuation, the system shall have a 12 
seconds idle period before an automatic activation is 
possible again.

 
4814/04/2014

Analysis of model checking against Common position (2010)

Common position Comments regarding model checking

1.9.3.1 - No credit can be taken in a safety
demonstration for the use “per se” of a
formal method without due consideration
being given to the specific evidence brought
in by this use, and to its contribution to the
safety demonstration of the system.

A design error revealed through model
checking is a concrete, non-disputable piece
of evidence. The errors revealed through
model checking can be validated by manually
reviewing the design or by simulation. After
correcting them, the design can be model
checked again. As there are no reported
errors left, the value of the results depends
on the coverage of the formalised
requirements, and the boundaries,
abstractions and simplifications of the model.
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4914/04/2014

Analysis of model checking against Common position

Common position Comments regarding model checking

1.9.3.2 - Whatever (combination of) method(s) and
notation(s) are used to describe the system
requirements, this description shall be based on a
definition of the system boundaries and on a
systematic capturing of the functional and non-
functional properties of the system. These
boundaries and properties shall be explicitly and
accurately documented.

In model checking, it is necessary to formally and
explicitly define both the system model boundaries
and the system requirements. Only functional
requirements have been model checked in this
project. The analysis of non-functional requirements
is left outside model checking.

The system boundaries have been determined in the
functional requirements specification and in the
functional logic design document, where the inputs
and outputs of the system have been defined. The
time step for the functionality has been defined as
well as the system state immediately after the start-
up.

The requirements analysed through model checking
are listed in natural language in the SRS. They were
reformulated in this document to better reflect the
needs of model checking.

 
5014/04/2014

Analysis of model checking against Common position 

Common position Comments regarding model checking

1.9.3.3 - Formal descriptions and
mathematical analysis methods shall be
carefully selected with respect to their
intended application. The selection shall be
justified and documented.

Model checking is able to conclusively prove
that the system model will always behave
according to specified requirements, which is
impossible using more traditional V&V tools.
Although the method has its limitations,
experience has shown that hidden design
errors can be detected. It is therefore a
valuable addition into the set of V&V tools.

Model checking can be justified to be very
efficient in early phase design verification with
full coverage of the system behaviours
provided that the analysed requirements are
correctly written.

 
5114/04/2014

Analysis of model checking against Common position

Common position Comments regarding model checking

1.9.3.4 - There shall be objective evidence of a
successful use of the formalisms and methods used
in a related application.

Model checking has been used in the verification of
NPP I&C software. The method has also been used
in other safety-critical domains (e.g., aviation,
space).

1.9.3.5 - The procedures for using the formal
methods shall be documented in detail.

This document describes the model checking plan
and how it was implemented. The overall model
checking process is described in HARMONICS D2.1
Verification methods.

1.9.3.6 - There shall be a good understanding of any
limitations of the formal descriptions and methods
used. For example, any limitation in describing and
reasoning about non-functional requirements, use
of resources, or time critical events shall be stated.

Only functional requirements are captured through
model checking. The coverage of model checking
has been analysed and limitations explained in
HARMONICS.
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5214/04/2014

Analysis of model checking against Common position

Common position Comments regarding model checking

1.9.3.7 - The formalisms and the methods used for
specifying the system requirements shall be
understandable by all technical staff involved.

The basics of temporal logic are relatively easy to
grasp. The use of the formalism is widespread, and
plenty of literature is available.

1.9.3.8 - The semantics of a formal description of
the system requirements shall be validated against
the results of a prior plant safety analysis, and of
other relevant analyses at the plant level. Animation
may be used for this validation.

Suitable prior analysis for validating temporal logic
clauses might not exist. Many semantic errors can
nevertheless be revealed through “false” counter-
examples output by the model checker.

1.9.3.9 - A syntactical verification of the formal
descriptions shall be performed.

Most model checkers perform syntactical checks
automatically. Furthermore, many logical and
semantic errors can be revealed through “false”
counter-examples output by the model checker.

 
5314/04/2014

Software implementation

 
5414/04/2014

Code implementation

� Implemented as a module in SystemC, which is a C++ class library for event-driven 
simulation of software algorithms and hardware architecture.

� It has similarities with hardware description languages (VHDL, Verilog), but is more 
geared towards system-level modelling. 

� Stepwise Shutdown System was implemented based on the functional logic design 
by implementing the primitive function blocks as SystemC modules.
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5514/04/2014

FPGA implementation

� The FPGA implementation of the Stepwise Shutdown System was designed and 
implemented by following the FPGA design stages defined by NRC.

See: 
� Lötjönen, Lauri. 2012. FPGA Implementation of the Stepwise Shutdown System. 

Espoo, VTT. 73 p. Research report; VTT-R-06053-12
http://www.vtt.fi/inf/julkaisut/muut/2012/VTT-R-06053-12.pdf

 
5614/04/2014

Software testing

 
5714/04/2014

Source code evaluation (plan)

� The source code will be traced to design specification, and the design 
specification will be traced back to source code. 

� The correctness, consistency, completeness, accuracy, readability, 
testability, and maintainability of the code will be analysed. 

� Method: Manual review.
� Inputs: SRS, FLD, SDD, source code
� Outputs: Review report, anomaly report.

� Schedule: After the code implementation is finished.
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5814/04/2014

Source code testing (plan)

� The desired and undesired functionality of the Stepwise Shutdown 
System code will be tested by using the same test cases as with model 
checking. The response time of the system will be tested. Random 
testing will be performed by defining the allowed outputs with certain 
inputs and keeping log if there are any undesired behaviours.

� Method: Using a test generator, simulator, and manually defined test 
cases.

� Inputs: SRS, SDD, source code. 
� Outputs: Testing report, anomaly report.
� Schedule: After the source code evaluation is finished.

 
5914/04/2014

Static analysis

Plan to perform also static code analysis for the Stepwise Shutdown 
System.

 
6014/04/2014

Safety justification of Stepwise Shutdown System
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6114/04/2014

Safety justification of Stepwise Shutdown System

� Work on-going

� Will be included in the public case study together with some features of 
other case studies

 
6214/04/2014

Public case study

 
6314/04/2014

Public case study

� In order to be representative of the real needs, most of the HARMONICS case 
studies are based on real life problems. 

� These however are subject to non-disclosure-agreements (NDAs) and cannot 
be made public. 

� The objective of the public case study is to illustrate all the HARMONICS 
results with a simple, easy to understand example not subject to NDA. 
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6414/04/2014

Can we trust the results of model checking?

 
6514/04/2014

Sources of errors in model checking

The possible reasons for the model checker returning false result 
could be: 

� Error in the system model
� Error in the natural language requirement
� Error in the temporal logic statement

� Error in the model checker

 
6614/04/2014

Results given by model checker

1) Error found -> Counter example execution is returned

� Possible to trace the source of the error to requirement, 
system model, temporal logic formula, etc.

2) Error NOT found -> No proof of correct functioning

� Can we believe that the system is functioning as wanted?
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6714/04/2014

Counterexample NOT found
Error in the system model?

� Automatic model construction
� Use of two independent modelers
� Verify several additional properties and see that the outcomes match the 

expectations of the modeler. 

� Thorough justification of the selected abstraction level and system 
boundaries. 

� Analysing the consequences of the selected assumptions in the model.

 
6814/04/2014

Counterexample NOT found
Error in the requirement?

� Requirements V&V needed.
� Wrong / incomplete requirements is not only a model checking 

specific problem.

� Utilize e.g. controlled natural language templates with restricted 
vocabulary and grammar.

� Experience.

� Involve system experts in the requirement definition.

 
6914/04/2014

Counterexample NOT found
Error in the temporal logic statement?

� Using a templates for oft-used temporal logic constructs, i.e. 
“design patterns” for formulas.

� Utilizing temporal logic requirements debugging tools.

� Utilizing a tool for mapping temporal logic clauses to its origin in 
the system requirements.

� Using two independent experts who both define the temporal logic 
statement without using the same templates or same supportive 
tools. 

� Visualizing the temporal logic formulas.

� Translating the temporal logic formulas to natural language.
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7014/04/2014

Counterexample NOT found
Error in the model checker?

� Tool certification.
� Documented operational experience of the tool.

� Using two independent model checking tools to see if they give 
identical results.

� Combining model checking with other methods such as theorem 
proving.

 
7114/04/2014

General
Have we verified all the relevant properties?

� Did we ask all the relevant questions?

� Coverage?

 
7214/04/2014

Evaluation of the case
Working in groups
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7314/04/2014

Evaluation of the case study

� Please, fill in the evaluation form

� Electronic version by request (.doc)
� Return it after the session

� Work in groups
� Discuss the topic, use the evaluation form as a starting point
� Prepare a presentation for tomorrow (flap boards or ppt slides)
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APPENDIX 12 - Software Reliability Quantification 

103/04/2014

Software reliability quantification

HARMONICS End user workshop, April 2-3, 2014, Paris
Peter Bishop

Adelard

PT/214/4384/10 

 
203/04/2014

Outline

� Why is software reliability needed for a PSA?
� Is software reliability meaningful?
� Reliability estimation methods

� Combining estimates
� Relationship with Safety Justification framework (SJF)
� Workshop session

� Presentation of conclusions

 
303/04/2014

Why quantify software reliability?

� PSA seeks to demonstrate a high level target, e.g.

� ~10-5 / reactor year for core damage
� ~10-6 / reactor year for a major radioactive release

� PSA based on analysis of  

� plant equipment
� I&C system (control and protection systems)

� Probabilistic analysis

� Has to include I&C computer-based systems (inc software)
� Need quantified target/ bounds for different failure modes

� Can do for hardware
� What about the software? – Source of CCF
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403/04/2014

Link to PSA

� The PSA analyst should perform the following steps:

� Identification of the functions, systems and components that 
are with impact on safety (could trigger event or mitigate)

� Identification of the software-based systems, components and 
failure modes that contribute to the effects above.

� Incorporating events in the PSA that represent the systems, 
components and failure modes identified above. Also, 
incorporating common-cause failures. 

� Sensitivity analysis to identify the failure modes of software-
based functions and common cause failures that are critical to 
the PSA.

 
503/04/2014

What the I&C engineer does

� Identification and classification of the failure mechanisms that can lead to the 
failure modes and software-related common-cause failure PSA.
� Development of a reliability model of each software-based system identified 

by the PSA. A reliability model decomposes the system into 
� "elements" such as individual computing units and data comms units

� SW elements such as operating system, standard functions, apps
� Design  features that could lead to CCF of multiple elements, such as 

data comms, single-point vulnerabilities, same or similar designs.
� "defensive measures" taken to avoid, eliminate or tolerate certain types of 

errors, failure modes or failure mechanisms (including CCF) that could 
affect elements I&C reliability model.

� Quantification of rates of failure modes affecting elements of the digital 
systems reliability models, (if not negligible by the defensive measures).

� Computation of the PSA critical parameters identified in the using the digital 
systems reliability models

 
603/04/2014

Software: a source of CCF

� Reliability block diagram
� Software common to redundant hardware channels

� Can either assume “perfect”
� Or “negligible” – defences exclude dangerous failure modes
� Or include in PSA by assigning a reliability

ProtA.Hw1

ProtA.Hw2

ProtA.Hw3

ProtA.Hw4

ProtA.Sw
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703/04/2014

Is software reliability meaningful?

� Hardware failures are random

� Software failure is due to a systematic fault
� Specific input conditions always cause failure
� So failure modes apparently different to hardware

� But even if we knew those conditions, could we predict in advance 
how long it will take before it fails?

� No – because the input conditions depend on the plant and the 
likelihood can only be expressed probabilistically

� So software reliability is meaningful in a given operational context

 
803/04/2014

Illustration

� Can claim a reliability for a given input profile
� But cannot claim it will the same  another profile
� Two uncertainties WHEN it fails if profile is right  

+  WHETHER profile is the right one?

Input profile Sw failures

Sw

 
903/04/2014

Reliability estimation

� Claim of perfection (PfdSW=0)
� Perfect spec
� Perfect SW implementation

� Claim for specific profile (PfdSW<X)

� Claim based on op. experience (Pfd’SW<Y)

� Can use different methods for different elements of the system

Formal modelling

Formal verification

Low complexity

Statistical testing

Analysis of OPEX

Worst case bound 
theory
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1003/04/2014

Methods

� Formal 

� Proof that code meets spec
� Modelling spec vs. plant to show safety properties valid

� Statistical test

� Test system with a realistic profile (possibly vs. plant model)
� OPEX

� Analysis (time between reported faults, safety-related faults?)

� Worst case bound
� Infinite time bound

 
1103/04/2014

Formal methods

� Formal Modelling / proof
� Architecture level

� Timing
� Fault tolerance / single failure criterion

� Software level
� Code meets spec 
� Object code matches source code
� Done for the Sizewell PPS

� Doubts
� Right spec?
� Proof tools OK?
� Right object code?
� Hardware works to spec?

 
1203/04/2014

Statistical test

� Establish bound on failure rate to a given confidence level given a 
number of failure free tests T

� Use realistic test profile (matches actual demand frequency)
� Need 

� 2.3T tests for 90% confidence in a pfd of 1/T
� 3.0T tests for 95% confidence in a pfd of 1/T
� 4.6T tests for 99% confidence in a pfd of 1/T

� e.g. 4600 tests for 99% confidence in a pfd of 10-3

� Approach used for  Sizewell B PPS (target 10-3)
� Residual doubts in:

� Operational profile 
� Oracle (based on requirements spec)
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1303/04/2014

Reducing profile sensitivity

� Impose minimum tests 
per demand type

� E.g. 5% of T

� Modest increase in the 
number of tests

� ~20%
� But keep confidence if 

actual frequency < 5%
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1403/04/2014

Opex

� For platforms there is a lot of operational experience

� Might know
� Software faults reported + whether fail-safe
� When reported

� How many systems in the field
� Could infer MTTF for dangerous faults

� Residual doubts
� Is past  platform usage the same as the usage planned for this 

application?
� Would failures in operation get reported?

 
1503/04/2014

Worst case bound theory

� Worst case bound theory (Bishop Bloomfield IEEE TR 96), 

MTTF > eT/N   

N  is expected number of residual faults, 
T   is usage time

� Estimate T from OPEX (or unit sale figures), 
N from code size and residual fault density

� Has been applied successfully for telecoms, financial and smart instrument 
products

� Again doubts about whether intended usage is “typical” of pas use
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1603/04/2014

Infinite time bound

� Infinite time bound theory (Bishop, Safecomp 2013)

� If we know / can estimate N only (where N are dangerous faults) can set 
limits on the total number of dangerous failures over the fleet lifetime

nfail = N/pfix

� where pfix = probability of fix after failure

� Implied average pfd bound for fleet usage time T (or total demands)

� E(pfd) < N/pfixT

 
1703/04/2014

Example application of methods

App 

logic

Logic

Blocks

RTOS

Plant IO

etc

perfect perfect

OPEX

OPEX

Statistical test (full system)

Statistical test (sim)

P1 >

lim

P2 >

lim

P3 >

lim

>2

 
1803/04/2014

Combining  estimates

� Can add estimates for different software components
� Could be derived by different quantification methods

ProtA.App ProtA.Block ProtA.OS

� But for those based on past OPEX need argument of profile 
independence / application indifference, e.g. for OS kernel

� Invariant cyclic execution
� Indifference to plant values

� Argument based on analysis of the software
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1903/04/2014

Reliability enhancement

� Could enhance reliability using diversity

� Diverse implementation of the same function (A, A’)

� Use of diverse functions A and B 
(e.g. diverse trip parameters for the same demand)

� Diverse platforms X and Y

 
2003/04/2014

Same function – diverse implementation

� Evidence is mixed on this one Experiments suggest that 
implementers make the same mistakes and create similar bugs

� Improvement factor of 10 ..100 on average (Knight and 
Leveson 1986, Van der Meulen & Strigini 2005)

� Determined by the probability of creating a common fault

� Forcing the implementation diversity usually helps
� Bit like a Beta factor for hardware

� Limiting factor could be a bug in the function requirements 
specification

 
2103/04/2014

Diverse functions

� Not much direct evidence

� But given the functions are diverse, unlikely to make the same 
mistake

� Protection against flaws in the requirements specification
� Ditto in implementation (because functions are diverse)
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2203/04/2014

Diverse platforms

� Reduces risk of CCF due to common platform flaw

� Might argue independent failures if the platform software is 
indifferent to the plant state

� Cyclic execution
� Fixed I/o scan rates

� Execution unaffected by plant values
� …

 
2303/04/2014

Example reliability model

� Function A on platform X, Function B on platform Y
� Reliability equation on right assumes failures occur independently
� But improvement could be less if there is failure dependency

Platform X Function A

Platform Y Function B

Pfd= (Plat_X+FA)*(Plat_Y+FB)

 
2403/04/2014

SW failure dependency models

� Can have dependent failures between parallel elements in the reliability 
model

� Models exist to estimate this:

� SW beta factor
� Complexity based dependency model
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Software Beta factor

� Fixed reduction β relative to a single version

� pfdXY < β min(pfdX, pfdY)
� Like the approach used for hardware

� Need empirical estimates of  β

� Used to estimate CCF in platform components implementing 
diverse functions (in the analytic model) 
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Complexity based dependency model

� Dependency factor based on relative 
complexity

(submitted to Safecomp 2014)

pfdXY < pfdX × pfdY × (k+1)2/4k 

� Where k is the variation in logic 
used for different demands 

e.g. k = max_gates/min_gates

� Based on empirical evidence that logic 
faults  increase linearly with logic 
complexity 

� 5×10-3 faults per “coil”
(coil simulates relay logic)

0

5
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15

20

0 10000 20000 30000 40000

S um coi ls (ordered by si ze)

S um 
faults
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Use of probability of perfection

� Littlewood and Rushby (IEEE TSE 2012 )
� Can avoid dependency modelling if  the pfd of one channel combined with 

probability of (non) perfection of another diverse channel

� If platform Y a lot simpler than X then it is legitimate to claim

� pfdXY = pfdXpnpy

� Where pnp is the probability channel X it is not perfect

� E.g. Logic for a given demand needs 10 coils
� pnp = 10 × 5×10-3 = 0.05

� Not impressive reduction in this case but fault density could well be lower 
than this for Class 1 systems
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What about doubts?

� If requirements are wrong what can we claim about pfd?
� Do we assume pfd=1? 

� Not necessarily, could use the infinite time bound pfd
� E.g. doubt =1%, expect N=1 and T=500 demands for fleet
� Infinite time bound 1/500  so  expected pfd=0.01*0.002

� If requirements OK what about implementation?
� Bound from statistical testing, but doubts about profile
� Might be able to reduce sensitivity to error

� E.g. by choice of test profile
� Can make an overall estimate if we can assign a probability to our 

assumption doubts + pfd given assumptions
� Weighted sum of pfds given a chain of doubts
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Relationship to Safety Justification

� Reliability is a claim
� Part of PSA claim for radioactive release

� Based on direct evidence
� Test (to a profile)
� Proof
� OPEX

� Combined with model assumptions
� Esp. independence, dependency models
� Requires justification

� E.g. Software independence analysis (platform / app)
� Also need to accommodate doubts

� Proof, test realism, requirements spec,  etc
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Reliability Influence diagram

Protection meets 
some bound

Hardware rel. claims

SW architecture

HW architecture
Assumptions

Test Proof OPEX

Dependency 
models

SW rel. claim

SW  rel. of 
component(s) Assumption 

doubts
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Workshop session

� Hope to benefit from different viewpoints in the workshop

� Background
� PSA

� Reliability quantification
� Computers
� Software
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Case study

� Case study 

� Assume diverse SSS
� System elements
� Software

� Evidence 
� Reliability models

� Impact of requirements

� Feedback
� Conclusions
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Stepwise shutdown system

� Limitation system

� Restrict control disturbance – reduces trip frequency
� Actually a CAT B function, but assume CAT A

� Will assume a diverse implementation
� Different rods controlled by systems X and Y
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Requirements (auto action)

� 001 If any of the following conditions is realized, the Stepwise 
Shutdown System shall be automatically activated:

• high primary circuit pressure, 
• low main steam pressure, 
• high reactor output temperature, 
• neutron flux level high - reactor power level is too high, 
• neutron rate log – reactor power is increasing too fast.

� 002 When activated (i.e. any of the automatic triggering conditions in 
001 is valid), the Stepwise Shutdown System shall automatically start the 
actuators to control the process based on the following sequence:

• 3 seconds actuation.
• 12 seconds idle.

� 003 The sequence (3 + 12 seconds) shall be repeated as long as any of 
the triggering conditions listed in 001 is valid. 
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Manual intervention

� 004 The operator shall be able to manually activate the Stepwise 
Shutdown System by using the soft controls in the control room. 

� 005 When manually activated, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall 
automatically start the actuators for 3 seconds. 

� 006 The manual activation shall not depend on the state of the 
automatic activation.

� [Note: This means that the actuators will be started immediately no 
matter what are the triggering conditions or the phase in the automatic 
sequence of actions (see 002). 

� 007 After the manual activation, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall 
continue monitoring the fulfillment of the triggering conditions and 
activate automatically when needed.

� 008 After the manual activation of the system and the subsequent 3 
seconds actuation, the system shall have a 12 seconds idle period 
before an automatic activation is possible again.
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Spurious actuation

� 009 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall not be activated 
unless at least one of the automatic triggering conditions is valid 
or the manual activation is given from the control room.
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Logic function

 

To actuators
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Implementation

� Define a diverse hardware architecture

� Define the software components in the architecture
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CCF

� Identify potential sources of software  CCF 

� What could you to reduce them?
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Evidence

� What evidence for reliability of 

� Components
� Channel
� Overall system

� What are your assumption / doubts?
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Reliability block diagram

� Overall block diagram

� Identify where CCF could be a problem
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APPENDIX 13 - Formal Software Verification 

114/04/2014

Second HARMONICS end-user workshop
April 2 nd-3rd, 2014, Chatou, FRANCE

Formal Software Verification

Thuy Nguyen
EDF R&D

Janne Valkonen
VTT
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Overview

� Formal software verification principles

� Formal software verification strategies
� HARMONICS case studies & results: Functional properties of 

software of a single-processor I&C system
� Feedback & report
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Formal software verification techniques

� Several formal software verification approaches have been 
developed

� Abstract interpretation

� Hoare’s logic
� Model checking
� Data flow analysis

� Control flow analysis
� Geometric analysis
� ...
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Abstract interpretation

� Tool: PolySpace Verifier

� Individual software operations into 4 colours
� Green: no intrinsic error (guaranteed)
� Red: intrinsic error (guaranteed)

� Grey: unreacheable statement (guaranteed)
� Orange: don’t know

� Other, more recent and more efficient tool: Frama-C

� Open source license

X = 1;

while (X < 100) {

X = X+1;

}

X(1) = [1, 1]

X(2) = (X(1) ∪∪∪∪ X(3)) ∩∩∩∩ [-∞∞∞∞, 99]

X(3) = X(2) + [1, 1]

X(4) = (X(1) ∪∪∪∪ X(3)) ∩∩∩∩ [100, +∞∞∞∞]

X(1) = [1, 1]

X(2) = [1, 99]

X(3) = [2, 100]

X(4) = [100, 100]
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int p,q,s;
void fonction(int a,b){
int i;
s=a+b;
p=0;
i=b;
while (i>0) {
p+=a; i--;

}
q=a/s;
. . .
}

Hoare’s logic
� Tool: CAVEAT (also used by EADS Airbus)
� Generation of pre-conditions that need to be proven

� Automatic or semi-automatic proof of the pre-conditions
� Residual conditions not proven by the tool � manual examination

Possible division by zero � assertion: s≠0

Assertion: s≠0

Assertion: a+b≠0

Pre-condition: a+b≠0
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Model checking

� Model checking explores exhaustively the possible states of, or 
trajectories for, a model and checks whether each satisfies the 
required property

� If the property is not satisfied, the technique can exhibit a 
counter example

� Model checking for asynchronous, distributed systems:
� Assuming that each node satisfies its assigned properties

� Tools: SAL (SRI), SPIN (free license)
� The inventors of the model checking approach received the Turing 

award in 2007
� Combinatorial explosion limits the applicability of the technique

� Works best with reasonably sized, simple designs
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Other techniques

� Data flow analysis

� How the value of a variable at a certain point in the program is 
influenced by values of other variables

� Control flow analysis
� What are possible sequences of executed statements

� Geometric analysis

� Verification of freedom from deadlocks in multi-tasking 
software

� Tools: MIEL, ALCOOL (CEA)

� Each technique has its limitations � the most effective tools 
combine multiple techniques and algorithms
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Overview

� Formal software verification principles

� Formal software verification strategies
� HARMONICS case studies & results: Functional properties of 

software of a single-processor I&C system
� Feedback & report
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Limitations of formal software verification tools

� There are fundamental limitations: formal verification of most 
software properties has been proven to be undecidable for the 
general case

� There are also practical limitation
� Computing time, computing power, tool complexity, ...

� In most cases, it is necessary to break the problem in smaller, 
simpler, more tractable sub-problems � formal verification strategy
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Example : IP6800

� FPGA-based emulator of Motorola MC6800

� Developed by Rolls Royce Civil Nuclear 
(RRCN) in Grenoble

� 197 documented OpCodes
� 6 registers, 40 pins

� Complete formal verification of fonctional and 
integrity properties

� OpCodes, cycles, registers, pins

� For all execution sequences
� With and without interrupts
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Example : formal verification strategy for IP6800

� Inference-based proof

� Minimal pre-conditions at 
the beginning of each 
instruction, necessary 
(and sufficient) for 
correct execution

� Satisfied after circuit 
initialisation

� Satisfied at the end of 
each instruction

� The circuit is thus ready 
for the next instruction

� With RuleBase (IBM)

RuleBase
(IBM)

VHDL to be verified
(5000 lines)

OK / KO

17 'engines' 
in parallel

Properties in PSL
(400 assertions)

Circuit environment 
in GDL
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Overview

� Formal software verification principles

� Formal software verification strategies
� HARMONICS case studies & results: Functional properties of 

software of a single-processor I&C system
� Feedback & report
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Claim

� The software of a given computing 
unit (CU) complies with its 
specified functional requirements 
Spec(SW)

Functional
Properties

(including claims on 
synchronous timings)

Integrity 
Properties

( freedom from intrinsic 
faults)

Structural 
Properties

Equivalence Properties
(of implementation 

with respect to verified models)

Other SW-related Properties
(not justi fiable by formal verification)

Examples: Algorithmic suitabi lity, combinator ial logic timings, fault-
tolerance, ...

Non-SW Properties
Requirements speci fication

Hardware & Overall design

Operation
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Where are we? Integrity properties

� Most of tool developments for formal software verification were made on 
FRAMA-C

� In partnership with CEA and AREVA
� For all properties studied (integrity, functional, structural)
� Equivalence properties not studied

� FRAMA-C is under open source license

� Compared to PolySpace Verifier, tool precision for integrity properties has 
been improved by more than one order of magnitude

� Similar results with Astrée (AbsInt)

� Further improvement of precision is being studied to drastically reduce 
the amount of manual analysis

� Protection systems may have 10+ different CU software
� Main source of residual imprecision lies with floating point operations
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Where are we? Functional properties

� Work done mainly on simple EFs

� Compared to MALPAS, verification is much more automatic
� Manual intervention lies mainly in formal specification of

� Functional requirements

� Software constraints
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Where are we? Structural properties

� Identification of OS variables that could be modified during a cycle 
and that could affect behaviour in subsequent cycles

� Identification of OS variables that are affected by plant conditions 

� Objective: show that OS behavour is not affected by plant 
conditions

� In both cases, variables have been identified
� Supersets of the true sets
� Current work aims at improving accuracy (removing as much 

false positives as possible)
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Conclusion

� The overall strategy identifies a number of subgoals � roadmap 
for tool (FRAMA-C) development

� The same subgoals may be used to formally justify other types of 
claims

� E.g., qualitative argumentation for common-cause failure rates 

� Significant progress has been made, but much work remains to be 
done
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Overview

� Formal software verification principles

� Formal software verification strategies
� HARMONICS case studies & results: Functional properties of 

software of a single-processor I&C system
� Feedback & report

 
 


